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We investigate a hazmat routing-scheduling problem. To minimize the overall expected risk, various vehicles may 
take different routes/schedules to avoid multiple accidents on the same link. Therefore, the company envisages two 
issues: (1) unfairly, a vehicle departing earlier from its origin may arrive earlier at its destination than the others 
leaving later; (2) focusing only on the minimization of risk may increase travel time/cost incurred by the company. 
We suggest a bi-objective game-theoretic formulation and solve it by a modified Adaptive Large Neighborhood 
Search and Simulated Annealing. We test the solution on a real-life case and extract practical insights. 
 
Keywords: Transportation; Vehicle routing; Hazardous materials; Game theory; Multi-objective decision making. 
  




Hazmat (hazardous material) refers to any type of substance that can be harmful to people’s lives, the infrastructure, 
or the environment. Hazmats can be categorized into explosive gases, flammable and combustible liquids, flammable 
solids, oxidizers and organic peroxides, toxic materials, infectious substances, radioactive materials, corrosive 
materials and miscellaneous dangerous goods. The vast majority of domestic hazmat shipments are related to 
flammable liquids –which is the focus of this research– and may reach up to 85% of all hazmat shipments by weight 
(Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 2017b). The statistics show the volume of hazmat shipments has been increasing 
in the world. For instance, in 2012, 2015, and 2018, the total shipment of crude oil and petroleum products in the US 
was nearly 3.1, 3.9, and 4.5 million tons, respectively (US Department of Energy, 2019). The tonnage of hazmat 
shipment in the US is estimated to increase at the rate of 1.4 percent per year between 2015 and 2045 (Bureau of 
Transportation Statistics, 2017a). Nearly 15% of the tonnage and 13% of the value of total freight consists of 
hazardous materials in the US (Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 2017a).  
Similar to normal materials, hazmats are shipped through various transportation modes (such as land, water, 
air and pipes). Trucks moved 59.4 percent of the tonnage and 62.8 percent of the value of all the hazardous materials 
shipped from within the US (Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 2017a). In the hazmat context, the land 
transportation mode –what is studied in our research– is more challenging than the other modes because it may pass 
through residential areas and endanger people's lives (Romero et al., 2016; Bronfman et al., 2016). In 2017, the 
number of hazmat incidents on US highways alone was 15,311, causing 123 injuries (hospitalized and non-
hospitalized), six fatalities and $40,548,785 worth of damage (PHMSA, 2018). In this research, hazmat transportation 
planning with a special focus on road routing-scheduling by trucks is investigated. Observing fairness among the 
trucks and investigating trade-offs between risk and travel time are the core values of the research.  
Motivation: To mitigate risk in hazmat land transportation, two approaches are usually taken by shipment 
companies: 1) routing, which geographically separates the routes of hazmat shipped simultaneously, and 2) 
scheduling, which separates the transportation time slots of hazmat shipments on the same route. Routing and 
scheduling can be applied either sequentially or concurrently, aiming at minimizing the overall risk in hazmat 
transportation. In this research, we consider both approaches simultaneously (i.e. routing-scheduling). It should be 
noted that the hazmat routing problem is divided into three decision categories (Holeczek, 2019): (i) Shortest path 
problems (SPP), (ii) dissimilar path problems (DPP), and (iii) vehicle routing problems (VRP). According to this 
classification, our research belongs to SPP, which is also integrated with a scheduling problem. 
While applying sequential decision-making needs less computational effort, concurrent planning usually leads 
to improved solutions in terms of objectives and performance measures such as risk (i.e. the number of casualties 
and fatalities) and travel time/ cost. This research focuses on simultaneous routing-scheduling decision making for 
land, hazmat transportation in urban/ residential areas. In the existing literature, the abovementioned two approaches 
do not guarantee that trucks departing earlier reach their destination earlier; this is not fair to the dispatchers (e.g., 
truck drivers) as they are paid in terms of ton-kilometers, not working hours. In this research, we enforce the First-
In-First-Out (FIFO) discipline to establish fairness. However, this makes the problem mathematically complicated. 
Scholars including Larson (1987), Gopalan et al. (1990), Schmitt et al. (1992) and Zhou and Soman (2008) explored 
the role of FIFO as a proxy for social justice and fairness that will be explained in the literature review. 
First, in highly populated urban areas such as Singapore and Hong Kong, hazmat truck drivers are not supposed 
to take the same routes. In other words, it is high-risk that trucks move independently while easily maintaining safe 
distances. For example, there are several long underground tunnels in populated islands like Singapore and Hong 
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Kong. Any possible hazmat explosion within any of these tunnels, which are on an approved route, disrupts it for a 
long time. Therefore, in case of any advance incident, the following trucks on the route that move with a headway 
(identified distance) cannot pass. Therefore, trucks need to be scheduled apart on different routes or through different 
routes. Since there is not sufficient historical information (i.e. sufficient number of incidents) on all links to calculate 
the probability of incidents for all of them, we apply the concept of imaginary demons to formulate the problem. 
Therefore, (1) the demons have intelligence and (2) attack to cause maximum possible damage (i.e. worst-case 
scenario). Since the worst-case scenario is only applied to extremely risk-averse decision-makers, we have considered 
a second objective function which is economic. By considering different weights on risk and travel time/ cost, we 
can embed the risk attitude of the decision-maker so that it is not just limited to risk-averse decision-makers. 
Second, practically, in freight transportation organizations, cargo payments are based on travel distance, not 
travel time. If the trucks moving between the same Origin-Destination (OD) pairs take different routes, they will 
spend different travel times while this will not be included in their payments. This will be psychologically perceived 
as a lack of fairness by drivers and a managerial issue by the transportation company. They will decide not to wait 
on these places. Moreover, it is tough work for a manager to force the drivers to stop in waiting places that do not 
have a fair queuing system. Therefore, managers may exclude the option of waiting in a route that leads to ruining 
one of its objectives (e.g., minimization travel time or minimization of risk). 
Another motivation of the research is regarding uncertainty in incidents. Hazmat incidents rarely happen and 
usually, there is not sufficient historical data to quantify the probability of incidents for “all” road links (note that we 
may have sufficient historical data only for some– not all– links). The vast majority of papers in the literature consider 
known incident probability and only recently few papers –like this research– have realistically studied unknown 
probability. Note that hazmat routing-scheduling decisions are dealing with low-probability-high-consequence 
events. To calculate incident probabilities, sufficient historical data is required for “all” links. Since the number of 
hazmat incidents in every link is statistically insufficient, the incidents probabilities are unknown for many links. 
Considering unknown probabilities makes scholars exploit a risk-based objective function for a worst-case scenario 
which is appropriate for a risk-averse decision-maker looking only at a social security-based objective function. In 
this research, we also add a time/cost-based objective function to create a model for decision-makers with different 
risk attitudes. Therefore, risk-neural and risk-seeking decision makers may partially or totally consider an economic 
objective function (e.g., minimization of travel time, distance or cost). Therefore, the research problem investigated 
in this study is bi-objective in nature, considering both social and economic aspects. Consequently, there will be 
flexibility in decision making to adjust solutions based on the risk attitude of decision makers. 
Another motivation for this research is related to its modeling and solution concept. Considering unknown 
incident probabilities and, consequently, a worst-case scenario solution– prior to including the time/cost objective– 
resembles intentional attacks of imaginary demons who plot to attack so that to cause the most significant possible 
incident damage cause hazmat incidents. Hence, to plan for the worst-case scenario, the proposed hazmat routing-
scheduling problem is considered as a game between the transportation company and the imaginary demons. In 
reality, it is a leader-follower game so that the transportation planner makes the first move (by making routing-
scheduling decisions). Then the demons decide to target the shipments accordingly to cause the highest possible 
damage. Hence, while the research problem is bi-objective (including risk and time objectives) for a transportation 
company, at the same time, it is modeled and solved as a Stackelberg game (unlike Szeto et al. (2017 that consider it 
a Nash game) played between the transportation company and demons over the risk objective. 
Contribution: In this research, we have designed a modified metaheuristic algorithm to solve the research 
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model efficiently. This research contributes to the literature in the following ways: (1) applying the FIFO discipline 
to the movement of dispatchers as a matter of fairness in practice; (2) formulating a link-based, demon approach with 
two objective functions based on a Stackelberg game; and (3) developing a modified metaheuristic method based on 
Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search (ALNS) and Simulated Annealing (SA) to tackle the problem. The 
modifications applied to ALNS and SA improve the process of selecting the nominated removal/ insertion moves 
and investigating the acceptance criterion. Finally, yet importantly, we have applied the validated model on a realistic 
data set. We perform some sensitivity analysis on the model to provide rudimentary but exciting and useful insights 
for practitioners. 
Organization: The organization of the paper is as follows: The related literature review and the academic 
contribution of the research are presented in section 2. The problem is described in detail in section 3 and formulated 
in section 4. Our designed solution approach is presented in section 5. In section 6, parameter tuning is performed 
and the model is validated based on some test problems of various sizes. In section 7, the road network of Singapore 
is presented. Some sensitivity analyses are done in section 8, and insights are presented. Finally, the paper is 
concluded in section 9.  
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Safety and security in transportation systems, including hazmat movements, have already been studied from various 
perspectives. Enhancing and integrating technology (Huang et al., 2004; DeLorenzo et al., 2005), regulating rules 
(Gordon and Young, 2015) and optimizing routing- and scheduling decisions are various approaches that may 
improve transportation safety and security. Hazmat routing and routing-scheduling problems have a fairly rich 
literature (refer to Huang et al., 2004; Bell, 2006; Carotenuto et al., 2007a; Bersani et al., 2010; Kazantzi et al., 2011; 
Li and Leung, 2011; Xiang et al., 2012; Li et al., 2013; Kang et al., 2014; Mahmoudabadi and Seyedhosseini, 2014; 
Mishra et al., 2014; Rahman et al., 2014; Pamučar et al., 2016; Sahnoon et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2016; Bula et al., 
2017; Özceylan et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Yuan et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2018). Since the focus of this research 
is on hazmat routing-scheduling, in the upcoming subsections we only focus on hazmat routing-scheduling research 
studies and exclude pure hazmat routing research studies. To learn the literature of the genuine routing problem and 
its derivatives (e.g. hazmat locating-routing, and transportation network design), interested readers may refer to the 
latest review paper published by Holeczek (2019). In subsection 2.1, we critically compare and contrast the main 
features of our research against the existing literature. The contributions of the research are summarized in subsection 
2.2.  
 
2.1. Positioning the Research in the Literature 
In this subsection, we discuss the features of the problems investigated in the hazmat routing-scheduling literature. 
Table 1 demonstrates the investigated features of hazmat routing-scheduling papers in the literature. We compare 
and contrast the main features of our research problem against the existing papers in terms of objective, constraint, 
assumption (e.g., fleet size, hazmat classes, and vehicle types), complexity (e.g., link-based or route-based 












































































































































Nozick et al. (1997) RO Dispatcher: Min [Population exposure & rate of incident] - SO N/N K S N S RB E 
Haghani and Chen (2003) RO Dispatcher: Min [Total travel time & expected risk] - SO N/N K S N S LB E & H 
Zografos and 
Androutsopoulos (2004) 
RO Dispatcher: Min [Total travel time & expected risk] - DC N/N K S Y M LB H 
Meng et al. (2005) RO 
Dispatcher: Min [Total travel time & population 
exposure & rate of incident] 
- SO Y/N K S N S LB H 
Chang et al. (2005) RO 
Dispatcher: Min [Total travel time & incident probability 
& population exposure] 
- SO N/N K S N S RB H 
Akgün et al. (2007) RO Dispatcher: Min [Expected risk] - MO Y/N K S N S RB E 
Carotenuto et al. (2007) RO 
Dispatcher: Min [Total shipment delay & general 
measure of risk] 
- MO N/N K S N S RB 
MH 
(TS) 
Erkut and Alp (2007) RO Dispatcher: Min [Expected risk] - SO Y/N K S N S LB E 
Zografos and 
Androutsopoulos (2008) 
RO Dispatcher: Min [Total travel time & expected risk] - MO N/N K M N M LB H 
Pradhananga et al. (2009) RO 
Dispatcher: Min [Total travel time & expected risk & 
number of vehicles] 
- DC Y/N K S Y M RB 
MH 
(ACO) 
Pradhananga et al. (2010) RO 
Dispatcher: Min [Total travel time & expected risk & 
number of vehicles] 





RO Dispatcher: Min [Total travel time & perceived risk] - 
MO& 
DC 
Y/N K S N S RB E 
Ma et al. (2012) RO 
Dispatcher: Min [Total travel time & number of 
vehicles] 





RO Dispatcher: Min [Total travel time & expected risk] - SO N/N K S Y M LB H 
Hosseinloo et al. (2012) RO 
Dispatcher: Min [Total travel time & expected risk & 
total delay]  
Demon: Max [Total expected risk and total delay] 
Na SO N/N UN S N S LB H 
Toumazis and Kwon (2013) RO Dispatcher: Min [CVaR] - SO N/N K S N S RB E 
Szeto (2013) RO 
Dispatcher: Min [Expected risk]  
Demon: Max [Total expected risk] 
Na SO N/N UN S N S LB H 
Pradhananga et al. (2014a) RO Dispatcher: Min [Total travel time & expected risk] - DC N/N K S N M LB 
MH 
(ACO) 
Pradhananga et al. (2014b) RO 
Dispatcher: Min [Total travel time & expected risk & 
environmental costs] 
- DC N/N K S N M LB 
MH 
(ACO) 
Siddiqui and Verma (2015) RO Dispatcher: Min [Total monetary cost & expected risk] - MO Y/N K M N S RB E 
Faghih-Roohi et al. (2016) MA Dispatcher: Min [CVaR] - DC N/N K S Y M RB E 
Pradhananga et al. (2016) RO 
Dispatcher: Min [Total population exposure & 
congestion cost] 
- DC N/N - S N M LB 
MH 
(ACO) 
Szeto et al. (2017) RO 
Dispatcher: Min [Expected risk] 
Demon: Max [Expected risk] 
Na MO Y/N UN M N S LB H 
Fang et al. (2017) RA 
Dispatcher: Min [General cost of earliness, tardiness and 
holding costs] 
- MO N/N - S N M RB H 
Chai et al. (2017) RO Dispatcher: Min [Total monetary cost & risk] - MO N/N - S N S LB MH (G) 
Hsu et al. (2018) RO Dispatcher: Min [Total travel cost] - DC N/N - S N S LB E 
Abuobidalla et al. (2019) RA 
Dispatcher: Min [Total travel cost & population 
exposure & environmental risk] 
- DC Y/N - S N M LB H 
Karbassi Yazdi et al. (2019) MA Dispatcher: Min [Total travel cost] - MO N/N - S N S LB 
MH 
(PSO) 
Liu et al. (2019) RO Dispatcher: Min [Total travel time & expected risk] - SO Y/N - S N M LB E 
Timajchi et al. (2019) RO 
Dispatcher: Min [Total travel cost & maximum expected 
risk] 
- DC N/N K S Y M LB MH (G) 
Jiang et al. (2020) RO 
Dispatcher: Min [Total travel cost & expected risk 
&average vehicle redundancy] 
- DC Y/N K S Y M LB 
MH 
(VNS) 
Men et al. (2020) RO 
Dispatcher: Min [An uncertain risk & number of 
vehicles] 
- DC N/N K S Y M LB MH (G) 
Ouertani et al. (2020) RO Dispatcher: Min [Total travel cost & expected risk] - DC N/N K S N S LB 
MH 
(G&VNS) 
Current study RO 
Dispatcher: Min [Total travel time & expected risk] 
Demon: Max [Total expected risk] 




Alphabetical sorting of acronyms: ACO: Ant Colony Optimization; DC: Depot & Customers; E: Exact; G: Genetic; H: Heuristic; K: Known; 
LB: Link-Based; M: Multi; MA: Maritime; MH: Metaheuristic; MO: Multiple ODs; N: No; Na: Nash; PSO: Particle Swarm Optimization; 
RB: Route-Based; RA: Rail; RO: Road; S: Single; SO: Single OD; St: Stackelberg; TS: Tabu Search; UN: Unknown; VNS: Variable 




Main realistic assumptions: The time and location of hazmat incidents in a road network are uncertain. To apply 
a reliable density function to represent the incident probability of a road, a sufficient number of historical records is 
required. Up to 2012, the majority of researchers assumed known incident probabilities for roads of their networks. 
However, in reality, rarely we can find a transportation network with sufficient historical data for “all” road links to 
quantify the probability of incidents (note that we may have sufficient historical data only for some– not all– links). 
Therefore, for the first time, Hosseinloo et al. (2012) assumed that incident probabilities are unknown. Later, Szeto 
(2013) and Szeto et al. (2017) relied on the same assumption in their modeling. To deal with an unknown incident 
probability, non-cooperative game theory was used in the literature (Hosseinloo et al., 2012; Szeto, 2013; Szeto et 
al., 2017). The game is often between carriers and an imaginary attacker (i.e. a virtual demon). In this research, we 
follow this practical trend of the literature and consider unknown incident probabilities for the roads of the network. 
Objective functions: There are two most popular groups for objective functions considered in hazmat routing-
scheduling: i) economic objective functions, such as minimizing travel costs or travel distance/time; and ii) risk-
based objective functions, such as minimizing the incident probability or equitable risk spread over the investigated 
area. As Table 1 shows, the previous papers are either single-objective (e.g. Szeto et al., 2017; Fang et al., 2017;  Hu 
et al., 2017a) or multi-objective (e.g. Abuobidalla et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2020). 
Among the references with a single-objective function, only Fang et al. (2017) focused on a single economic 
objective function while others considered a single risk-based objective function. The demon approach was 
investigated only by Hosseinloo et al. (2012) in a multi-objective hazmat routing-scheduling with both economic and 
risk-related objective functions. However, the research was established a Nash game between the demon and carriers 
as the major player of the hazmat routing-scheduling problem. In this research, we investigate the demon approach 
in a multi-objective hazmat routing-scheduling problem with both economic and risk-related objective functions but 
the carriers (as the leader) play a Stackelberg game with the demon(s) (as the follower).  
Complexity: Hazmat routing-scheduling problems are computationally complex. The last column of Table 1 
illustrates that the majority of scholars exploited heuristic and meta-heuristic techniques to tackle problems that are 
much simpler than our research problem. Note that the importance of computational time in such problems is not 
only because of their complexity. The hazmat routing-scheduling problem is a tactical/ operational (not a strategic) 
decision. Therefore, the related models or solution techniques should be solvable in a short computational time, even 
for large-scale problems. Therefore, heuristic and meta-heuristic techniques are usually designed to solve these 
models rather than exact solution approaches. In the literature, five papers used exact solutions: Toumazis and Kwon 
(2013), Faghih-Roohi et al. (2016), Szeto et al. (2017), Hsu et al. (2018), and Liu et al. (2019). Only simplified small 
or medium-size problems can be globally solved with exact approaches.  
In this research, we have formulated an exact model which is link-based. The formulation is useful to solve small 
and some medium-size problems (Szeto et al., 2017). The papers other than Szeto et al. (2017) exploited a route-
based modeling approach that needs exhaustive route enumeration, which is usually done through a column 
generation technique. Szeto et al. (2017) showed that the complexity of the link-based model is less than its route-
based version. Therefore, we take the link-based approach to enable us to solve a broader range of problems 
optimally. For large-size problems, we have developed a modified metaheuristic method based on ALNS and SA.  
 
2.2. Contribution 
This paper contributes to the hazmat routing-scheduling literature in the following ways: 
FIFO queueing: The time-dependent hazmat routing and scheduling will result in different routes and schedules 
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for dispatchers. Moreover, there can be travel restrictions (curfews) for some links and nodes. Therefore, there is no 
guarantee that the vehicles departing earlier from their origins arrive earlier at their destinations; this is not fair to the 
dispatchers. To solve this issue, we enforce the FIFO discipline on the model. The importance of FIFO discipline as 
a critical behavioral aspect has been discussed in the literature. According to Larson (1987), “… a lengthy, but 
orderly, wait in a queue does not bother people as much as the occasional violation of the FIFO discipline.” It is 
referred to as social justice in Gopalan et al. (1990); it is highlighted that instead of merely focusing on optimization 
aspects of a queuing problem, a careful study of attributes related to “social justice” must be captured. Choosing the 
same route by different drivers is similar to a single-line system. In a single-line system, FIFO is guaranteed. Schmitt 
et al. (1992) stated that in multiline systems, FIFO is not guaranteed. Such queues elicit negative responses towards 
intrusion, which is referred to as social injustice. Zhou and Soman (2008) highlighted the adverse reactions of 
stakeholders (e.g., customers) in terms of satisfaction. Note that in a hazmat routing-scheduling problem with such a 
setting, trucks need to wait in some locations (e.g., similar to trains that stop in some points to avoid collision). 
Practically, incidents can still happen when trucks stop. Therefore, some safe areas in non-residential areas or safe 
places (e.g., under-ground places or protected areas) are identified to increase the safety level. Observing the FIFO 
discipline (regarding travel time) among dispatchers has not been studied in the literature of hazmat routing-
scheduling; we address this gap. 
A special-purpose game: Using a game-theoretical concept helps us consider the uncertainty aspect related to 
unknown incident probabilities. We consider a virtual game played between the dispatcher company– who attempts 
to move shipments safely– and an imaginary demon (or more) (i.e. an evil entity that intentionally causes damage) – 
who intends to attack the shipments to cause the maximum possible injuries and fatalities. Looking at the demon as 
an intelligent attacker has already been employed, not only in hazmat routing-scheduling problems (refer to Bell, 
2006; Szeto, 2013; Szeto et al., 2017) but also in other infrastructure safety and security research studies (e.g., Yates, 
2008; Yates et al., 2011; Yates and Casas, 2012; Yates et al., 2012). The impact of hazmat incidents is similar to 
mass destruction weapons in the hands of an adversary (Huang et al., 2004). That is why we can look at the problem 
as a game played between a planner and an imaginary attacker. Bell (2006), Szeto (2013) and Szeto et al. (2017) have 
already applied the game-theoretical concept, in which a dispatching company and demons play simultaneously, but 
their research is based on a Nash game for the worst-case scenario. The Nash game has been criticized in practice 
because (1) first, the dispatcher decides the optimum route and schedule and (2) then, the demon decides to cause the 
incident(s). In other words, the dispatcher has the first-mover advantage; this will end up in a model with a 
Stackelberg game in which the dispatching company is the leader and the demon(s) is (are) the follower(s). Moreover, 
the players play the game over a risk objective function. At the same time, we also observe a travel time objective 
for the dispatcher in a bi-objective context. This helps us study trade-offs between risk and travel time. Considering 
a leader-follower game in which the leader observes two objective functions while the follower only optimizes one 
objective function, is one of the contributions of this research. 
Methodology: In this research, not only have we considered many complicating aspects in the research (e.g., 
multi-hazmat class, multi-vehicle type, multi-period, etc.), to the best of our knowledge, the dependence of links’ 
travel times on all of these factors simultaneously has been considered in the research for the first time. The 
abovementioned contributions, in addition to these realistic assumptions, make the problem computationally more 
complex than the other research studies in the area. Therefore, we need to design an efficient solution approach to 
solve large-scale problems. In this paper, a modified ALNS algorithm is designed, which is embedded in a local 
search algorithm based on SA. The modifications (as a contribution of the research) are related to the processes of 
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(i) selecting removal and insertion moves and (ii) accepting a new solution for each iteration of the algorithm to 
speed up the process and avoid many unfeasible solutions. The technical details of the methodological contributions 
will be explained in section 5. 
To the best of our knowledge, the impact of the number of each vehicle type used in dispatching hazmat cargoes 
on the tradeoff between economic and safety objectives has not been studied in the literature. 
 
3. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
We consider a transportation company that plans for the shipment of different classes of hazmat cargos between 
multiple OD pairs in a transportation network. The demand for each hazmat class between each OD pair is known 
and the company is supposed to meet these demands during a multi-period time horizon with its own limited number 
of heterogeneous vehicles (e.g., tanker trucks). Therefore, the transportation vehicle capacity of the company within 
the time horizon is limited. Obviously, this constraint can be relaxed by considering a large number of vehicles to 
convert the problem into an un-capacitated version. For the ease of problem definition, we define and use the term 
“dispatcher” in this research. A dispatcher refers to a fleet with a limited number of heterogeneous vehicles, which 
are in charge of the movement of a specific hazmat class between a specific OD pair to fulfill the related transportation 
demand. Note that, practically, the same vehicles cannot be used for the movement of different hazmat classes. In 
practice, the decisions made by the transportation company are at the vehicle level rather than the dispatcher level. 
This means the transportation company makes routing and scheduling decisions (i.e. departure and stop times) for 
each vehicle so that the demand for each dispatcher is satisfied. Figure 1 illustrates the definition of the problem: 
 
Figure 1. The specific features of the proposed problem. 
To avoid incidents and minimize risk, the dispatchers may use different routes and periods to accomplish 
shipments; otherwise, the flow on a link will be high and a possible incident will cause a severe incident. This 
distribution of flows may cause unfairness among vehicles because there is no guarantee that a vehicle departing 
from an origin before the others will arrive at the destination earlier. In other words, in this case, the FIFO discipline 
is not guaranteed. To resolve this issue, we force the model to consider the FIFO discipline among all vehicles by 
keeping some vehicles waiting on the waiting links (as queueing links). Note that considering FIFO is a rather 
important issue, as the time-dependent routing-scheduling will result in different waiting times and, consequently, in 
different risks. The impact of applying FIFO to travel time and risk objective functions is investigated in this research. 
Note that in the optimal solution, the model may find different routes and schedules for different vehicles, even if 
they belong to the same dispatcher. 
Leader: A transportation company, Follower: Multi virtual demons  
Known                Unknown         
 
Leader: Minimizing (1) cost, (2) risk Follower: Maximizing loss 
Route-based        Link-based        
No                      Yes: FIFO       
 
A routing-scheduling problem with possibility of waiting on routes Problem Definition 








Single                 Multi              
 
Single                 Multi             
 
Unlimited           Limited          
 





3.1. Space-Time Expanded Network 
In this research, we use the concept of Space-Time Extension Network (STEN) (Drissi-Kaïtouni et al., 1992) to 
schematically model the transportation network while time-periods are embedded in it. Using STEN markedly 
simplifies the concurrent routing and scheduling of hazmat cargos in both route- and link-based approaches. The 
transportation network is represented as 𝐺 = [𝑁, 𝐴] in which 𝑁 is the set of nodes and 𝐴 is the set of directed links. 
Each link corresponds to a road segment in the network. It should be noted that although modeling a network with 
short links results in increasing the size of the problem due to the long real road links needed to be separated to some 
short links by some virtual nodes, it increases the accuracy of the results. The nodes of the network consist of three 
subsets, namely, origin nodes (𝑁𝑜), destination nodes (𝑁𝑑) and intermediate nodes (𝑁𝑖) (𝑁 = 𝑁𝑜 ∪𝑁𝑑 ∪ 𝑁𝑖). 
 
Figure 2. The original directed network. 
 
Figure 2 shows a simple road network where the links replicate the road's real-world transportation network. 
Figure 3 shows the equivalent STEN of the original network in Figure 2, with one OD in a planning horizon of three 
periods. The dispatcher must start the journey from an origin node (here, node 1), move through the intermediate 
node(s) (here, node 2) and stop at the planned destination node (here, node 3) to deliver the identified hazmat and 
eventually fulfill the promised demand. To convert the network of Figure 2 into a STEN, it should be repeated T-
times, where T shows the number of time-periods within the planning horizon. Each repetition of the original network 
is labeled as 𝐺𝑡 = [𝑁𝑡 , 𝐴𝑡], where 𝑁𝑡 and 𝐴𝑡 represent the sets of nodes and links at period 𝑡, respectively. The 
connections between the repeated networks are provided with a set of dummy origin nodes (𝑅′), a set of dummy 
destination nodes (𝑆′), a set of dummy links (𝐴𝑑) and a set of waiting links (𝐴𝑤). There is a dummy origin/ destination 
node that corresponds to each origin/ destination node in the original network connecting all origins/ destinations in 
the repeated 𝐺𝑡 networks. Overall, there are |𝑁𝑜| + |𝑁𝑑| dummy nodes in the STEN. Therefore, the number of 
dummy links in the STEN (|𝐴𝑑|) is equal to (|𝑁𝑜| + |𝑁𝑑|) × 𝑇. The dummy links determine the departure and arrival 
times of the origin and destination nodes. In addition to the dummy links, there are some waiting links in the STEN 
that provide an extra choice for the routing and scheduling of hazmat cargos so that a dispatcher can stop at a 
particular node in any period to continue its journey in future periods. Therefore, a waiting link connects 𝐺𝑡 to 
𝐺𝑡+1 (𝑡 = 1, 2, … , 𝑇 − 1). The STEN is represented by 𝐺′ = [𝑁′, 𝐴′] so that 𝑁′ = {(⋃ 𝑁𝑡𝑇𝑡=1 ) ∪ 𝑆
′ ∪ 𝑅′} and 𝐴′ =

















Figure 3. The equivalent STEN of the network shown in Figure 2. 
 
3.2. The Transportation Company (Leader) Problem 
Due to the lack of sufficient historical incident data on all (or some) links of the transportation network, we consider 
the incident probability of the links in the network to be unknown. Please note that we consider an urban road network 
with thousands of links, in many of which historically no or few incidents have been observed or recorded. Such a 
level of historical data does not mean these links are safer than the others. In other words, the lack of sufficient 
historical data does not allow us to calculate the probability of incidents on all routes precisely. In this study, both 
economic and risk-related objective functions are considered by the transportation company. The company 
determines the appropriate routes and schedules for the vehicles of the dispatchers in a way that optimizes two 
objectives: (1) minimizing the total travel time, which is a proxy of the total transportation cost, and (2) minimizing 
the expected loss, which is a proxy of risk to residential areas in the vicinity of the possible location of the incident(s). 
For any given route and schedule, the risk is calculated in terms of the hazmat type, the amount of hazmat in the 
vehicle and the expected number of people who are subject to the danger in the vicinity of the potential incident 
location.  
We assume that all the hazmat cargos are available at time zero at their corresponding origin nodes of the 
network for shipping to the demand destinations. We consider a finite time horizon (e.g., length of a working day for 
as long as the vehicles are allowed to travel through residential areas (e.g., during daylight)). In the STEN, the time 
horizon is divided into some shorter time-periods. Since traffic flow on links of a network is dynamic during the day, 
we assume the travel time of any given link changes from one period to another. In this research, we split the time 
horizon into a number of periods to (1) consider the dynamic nature of traffic flow during the time horizon, which 
will affect the travel time in different time-periods and (2) investigate their impact on the optimal objective values. 
Increasing the number of time-periods increases our precision in planning and reduces the vehicles’ waiting time; 
however, it needs more detailed traffic data and ends up with a more complicated STEN.  
According to the problem characteristics and considerations, the transportation company is responsible for 
making the following decisions: 
 departure times for vehicles; 
 optimal OD routes for the vehicles;  
 waiting stations of each vehicle on its route toward the destination; and 
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 type and number of hazmat vehicles (small, medium and large) on each of the selected routes.  
  
3.3. The Demons (Follower) Problem 
The serious consequences of hazmat incidents force decision makers to be fully or partially risk averse. We exemplify 
hazmat incidents with attacks optimally planned by imaginary demons to maximize the risk of the dispatchers. In 
this case, the problem is modeled as a non-cooperative Stackelberg game between two groups of players: a) the 
dispatchers (as the leader), where the transportation company focally optimizes routing and scheduling decisions; 
and b) the imaginary demons (as the follower), who optimally cause incidents in the network’s links. Therefore, this 
is a non-zero bi-level game played between the two players. The issue is that such a model considers the worst-case 
scenario in which only risk objective function is valued. To solve this issue, we consider (i) two objective functions 
for the dispatcher (i.e. risk and travel time) and (ii) one objective function for the demon(s) (i.e. risk). The two players 
play the game only over the risk objective and the other objective (i.e. travel time) only belongs to the dispatcher. 
Adjusting the weight of each objective function according to the company’s risk attitude suggests the optimal 
solution. 
Assume that hazmat incidents are planned by M demons because the probability of more than one incident 
occurring is high in multi-period routing and scheduling problems. Each demon attacks no more than one link to 
cause an explosion when the hazmat vehicle is passing through it. The potential population that could be affected by 
the explosion of each link is known for the demons. Each demon seeks an optimal link to attack. The choices of the 
demons are made independently. Each demon has |𝐴′| attack choices. Overall, |𝐴′|𝑀 attack scenarios are potentially 
available for all demons. The demons intend to maximize the overall risk, which is equal to the total expected number 
of the affected population.  
There are two flexibilities embedded in the problem to model the preferences and behavior of the dispatchers: 
(i) The dispatchers can investigate trade-offs between the two objective functions by adjusting their weights 
depending on the risk attitude of the decision makers (i.e. risk averse, risk seeking and risk neutral); an overly risk-
seeking company will overweigh the travel time objective and vice versa; (ii) The number of demons can be changed 
to show how much the dispatchers’ routing-scheduling plan is prepared for incidents. In the research, we consider 
the existence of at least one demon. For a risk-averse transportation company, we can increase the number of demons 
incrementally (i.e. the preparedness level) to analyze the consequences and the impact on the objective functions. 
Additionally, we will conduct some other sensitivity analyses over various aspects of the problem to extract 
interesting insights for practitioners. 
   
4. MODEL FORMULATION  
In this section, we formulate the Stackelberg game played between the demons and dispatchers. As noted earlier, the 
focal company (or, say, dispatchers collaboratively) is the leader trying to find the route and schedule movement of 
consignments to minimize the risk and travel cost. This model includes different types of vehicles, capacity limitation 
of the fleet size of each dispatcher and FIFO discipline among dispatchers. The demons are the follower intending to 
select and attack links to maximize their overall payoffs, equal to the dispatchers’ loss. This game leads to a bi-level 
programming model. The outer level of the model belongs to the dispatchers and the inner level belongs to the 
demons. In the following, a closed-form expression of the proposed model is presented. Subsequently, the definition 
and the methodology behind each equation in the model are explained in detail. The notation used in the model and 
other parts of the paper is introduced in Appendix A. 
Traditionally, link- and route-based approaches are used to develop models for routing hazmat cargos (Szeto et 
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al., 2017). The route-based models need an explicit path enumeration before solving the model. In the path 
enumeration step, a set of paths or K-shortest paths between each OD pair is needed (Van der Zijpp and Catalano, 
2005). This step significantly increases the complexity of route-based models (Cascetta et al., 1997) and increases 
computational efforts for large-scale transportation networks (Bell, 2006; Chen and Hsueh, 1998; Ran and Boyce, 
1996; Ran et al., 1996; Szeto et al., 2017). Ran et al. (1996) showed that even in simple grid networks, the number 
of routes increases exponentially by increasing the number of nodes. Therefore, in this research, we use a link-based 
approach in our models for two reasons: (1) its modeling complexity is lower than the route-based version and (2) it 
is easier to code and run on commercial optimization software products such as GAMS and LINGO because the 
preliminary route enumeration is not required. The models can be used to find globally optimal solutions in small- 
and medium-scale transportation networks. Note that while neither route-based nor link-based formulations can solve 
large-scale problems (and eventually we will be in need of a heuristic or meta-heuristic algorithm to solve large-scale 
problems), the link-based formulation helps us solve larger test problems than its route-based counterpart in the 
validation stage. The same logic led us to embed a link-based concept in designing our metaheuristic algorithm to 
solve real-life, large-scale problems.  
 
The leader’s subproblem: 
𝑀𝑖𝑛∑ 𝜂𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑡=(𝑥,𝑦)                                                                                                                                       (1) 
𝑀𝑖𝑛∑ ∑ ∑ 𝜎𝑥
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓
𝑥,𝑥=𝐷′(𝑟𝑠𝑞)𝑓𝑟𝑠𝑞                                                                                                                  (2) 
s.t. 
𝐶𝑎𝑡(𝑉) = 0                                                                                      ∀𝑎
𝑡 ∈ 𝐴𝑑                                              (3) 
𝐶𝑎𝑡(𝑉) = 𝐶𝑥                                                                                    ∀𝑎
𝑡 = (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐴𝑤                               (4) 







                  𝑟𝑠𝑞    ∀𝑎
𝑡 ∈∪𝑡=1
𝑇 𝐴𝑡                                       (5) 
 
𝜂𝑎𝑡 =∑ 𝑢𝑠𝑠 𝐶𝑙𝑡𝑚(𝑉) = 𝑥𝑎𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑡(𝑉)                                                 (∀𝑎
𝑡 = (𝑥, 𝑦), 𝑟𝑠𝑞 = 1,2,… ,𝐻)         (6) 
𝑥𝑎𝑡 = 1 −∏ (1 − 𝑝𝑙𝑡𝑚)
𝑀
𝑖=1                                                               (∀𝑎




𝑎𝑡,𝑂(𝑎𝑡)=𝑥𝑓 𝑤𝑓 − ∑ ∑ 𝑣(𝑦,𝑥)
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓
𝑎𝑡,𝐷(𝑎𝑡)=𝑥𝑓 𝑤𝑓 = 𝑄𝑥
𝑟𝑠𝑞        (∀𝑥, 𝑟𝑠𝑞)                                            (8) 
𝑄𝑥
𝑟𝑠𝑞 = {−
𝑑𝑟𝑠𝑞               𝑥 = 𝑂′(𝑟𝑠𝑞)
𝑑𝑟𝑠𝑞               𝑥 = 𝐷′(𝑟𝑠𝑞)
0                 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒




𝑎𝑡,𝑂(𝑎𝑡)=𝑥 − ∑ 𝑣𝑎𝑡
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓
𝑎𝑡,𝐷(𝑎𝑡)=𝑥 = 0                                    (∀𝑥 ≠ {𝑂
′(𝑟𝑠𝑞), 𝐷














𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 = 0                                                         (∀𝑓, 𝑟𝑠𝑞 , 𝑥 & 𝑥 ∈ {𝑂




𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓                                                                    (∀𝑥, 𝑓, 𝑟𝑠𝑞& 𝑥 ∉ {𝑂
′(𝑟𝑠𝑞),𝑁𝑜})       (14) 
𝜎′𝑥









𝑡)=𝑥,𝑂(𝑎𝑡)=𝑖       (∀𝑥, 𝑓, 𝑟𝑠𝑞& ∉ {𝑂
′(𝑟𝑠𝑞), 𝑁𝑜})         (15) 
                 𝜎′′𝑥
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 = ∑ 𝜎′′𝑖
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓
𝑎𝑡,𝐷(𝑎𝑡)=𝑥,𝑂(𝑎𝑡)=𝑖 𝑍𝑎𝑡




𝑡)=𝑥,𝑂(𝑎𝑡)=𝑖   







        (∀𝑥, 𝑓, 𝑟𝑠𝑞& ∉ {𝑂
′(𝑟𝑠𝑞),𝑁𝑜})       (16) 























                                                                                    
(∀𝑎𝑡 , 𝑓, 𝑓′, 𝑟𝑠𝑞 , 𝑟
′𝑠′𝑞′  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟
′𝑠′𝑞′ ≠ 𝑟𝑠𝑞 , 𝑓 ≠ 𝑓
′, 𝑎𝑡 ∈ 𝐴𝑤 , 𝑂(𝑎
𝑡) = 𝑖)                          (17) 























)                                                                                   
(∀𝑎𝑡 , 𝑓, 𝑓′, 𝑟𝑠𝑞 , 𝑟
′𝑠′𝑞′  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟
′𝑠′𝑞′ ≠ 𝑟𝑠𝑞 , 𝑓 ≠ 𝑓
′, 𝑎𝑡 ∈ 𝐴𝑤 , 𝑂(𝑎
𝑡) = 𝑖)                          (18) 
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′𝑓′                                               
(∀𝑎𝑡 , 𝑓, 𝑓′, 𝑟𝑠𝑞 , 𝑟
′𝑠′𝑞′  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟
′𝑠′𝑞′ ≠ 𝑟𝑠𝑞 , 𝑓 ≠ 𝑓
′, 𝑎𝑡 ∈ 𝐴𝑤 , 𝑂(𝑎
𝑡) = 𝑖)                          (19) 
𝑣
𝑎𝑡










                           (∀𝑓, 𝑟𝑠𝑞 , 𝑎
𝑡 , 𝑂(𝑎𝑡) ∈ 𝑆′)               (20) 
 
The follower’s subproblem: 
𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑃 = ∑ ∑ 𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑠 𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑠(𝑉)                                                                                                                                (21) 
(3), (4), (5), and  
𝑢𝑠 = ∏ 𝑝𝑙𝑡𝑚
𝑀
𝑚=1                                                                                                                                      (22) 
𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑠(𝑉) = {
0                                           𝑖𝑓  𝑎𝑡 ∉ 𝑠                             
𝐶𝑎𝑡(𝑉)                                 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒,                            
                                                         (23) 
𝑝𝑙𝑡𝑚 ≥ 0                                                                                             ∀𝑚 = 1,… ,𝑀 , 𝑙
𝑡𝑚 = 1,… , |𝐴′|           (24) 
∑ 𝑝𝑙𝑡𝑚𝑙𝑡𝑚 = 1                                                                                   ∀𝑚 = 1,… ,𝑀                                        (25) 
First, the equations of the follower’s subproblem are described to shed light on the definition of some equations 
in the leader’s subproblem. In addition, note that the formulation of the follower’s subproblem follows Szeto et al. 
(2017), but the rest are unique to this research. The follower’s subproblem consists of M demons. Each demon has 
|𝐴′| choices to select and attack links. In the problem with M demons, in total |𝐴′|𝑀 scenarios can be defined for 
selecting and attacking links by the demons. Set 𝑆 = {𝑠} includes these scenarios. Scenario 𝑠 = (𝑙𝑡1, … , 𝑙
𝑡
𝑚, … . , 𝑙
𝑡
𝑀) 
includes the links that are attacked by 𝑀 demons. 𝑝𝑙𝑡𝑚 is defined as the probability that demon 𝑚 attacks link 𝑙
𝑡. The 
demons select their attack links independently. Therefore, the probability of scenario 𝑠 = (𝑙𝑡1, … , 𝑙
𝑡
𝑚, … . , 𝑙
𝑡
𝑀) is as 
equation (22). According to equation (22), if two demons attack a link with a probability of 100%, the loss of the link 
will not be doubled. Therefore, the demons select separate links to attack.  
According to equation (23), if link 𝑎𝑡 ∈ 𝐴′ is not chosen by any of M demons in scenario s, the loss of link 𝑎𝑡 ∈
𝐴′ in scenario s, 𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑠, is equal to zero; otherwise, it is equal to 𝐶𝑎𝑡(𝑉). As the purpose of this study is planning for 
the worst-case scenario, for an original link 𝑎𝑡, a maximum loss, 𝐶𝑎𝑡(𝑉), is defined. The maximum loss along a link 
represents the number of affected people if an incident happens at a point in the link. Most of the previous studies 
consider a uniform population around the links to calculate consequences. We disregard this uniformity and calculate 
the consequences based on the segment of the link that results in a maximum loss.  
Therefore, the total expected payoff caused by the demons is formulated as objective (21). According to (24), 
the probability of selecting a network’s link by a demon is a non-negative value. If demon m causes an incident on 
link 𝑙𝑡𝑚, then 𝑝𝑙𝑡𝑚 ≥ 0; otherwise, it must be zero. Condition (25) ensures that the total incident probability assigned 
to the network links by each demon must be equal to 1. Conditions (3), (4) and (5) show the loss of link 𝑎𝑡. The 
amount of loss of a link depends on its type (original links, dummy or waiting links of STEN). In equation (3), the 
loss of dummy links is equal to zero. In (4), the loss of a waiting link depends on the maximum loss of its starting 
node (x). We assume that the loss of a waiting link depends on the loss of its starting node. Other assumptions can 
be made to determine the loss of waiting links. Below, we show how condition (4) can be modified for other 
assumptions about the loss of waiting links. When the FIFO discipline is applied in waiting links, the vehicles waiting 
on a link will not leave the link instantly at the beginning of the next period. Therefore, the waiting time can be shared 
between the starting and ending nodes of the waiting link. Accordingly, conditions (26) or (27) can be used instead 




                                                          ∀𝑎𝑡 = (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐴𝑤                                        (26) 
𝐶𝑎𝑡(𝑉) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝐶𝑥, 𝐶𝑦 }                                            ∀𝑎
𝑡 = (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐴𝑤                                        (27) 
Note that (5) is suitable if queueing discipline is not applied to waiting links. In (26), queueing discipline is 
applied to waiting links but we do not consider the worst-case scenario. (27) is suitable when queueing discipline is 
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applied to the waiting links and we are seeking the worst-case scenario. Without loss of generality, we use condition 




















), the class of hazmat (q), the flow of the consignment (𝑣
𝑎𝑡
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓
), the type of vehicle 
used for transportation (f), population density and the incident impact radius. 
Objective functions (1) and (2) minimize the risk and travel time of dispatchers, respectively. As explained 
above, constraints (3), (4) and (5) compute the total loss for the network’s links. Constraint (6) calculates the risk of 
each dispatcher. Based on (21) and (22), we can demonstrate that this equation holds in this constraint: 
∑ 𝑢𝑠𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑠(𝑉)𝑠 = 𝑥𝑎𝑡𝐶𝑎𝑡
𝑟𝑠𝑞(𝑉). 𝑥𝑎𝑡 shows the probability that link 𝑎
𝑡 is selected by at least one demon and is 
calculated by constraint (7). Flow conservation balance at the nodes of the network is guaranteed by constraints (8) 
and (9). In constraint (8), 𝑤𝑓 is the capacity of vehicle type 𝑓. The constraints ensure that the total in-flow of each 
dispatcher is equal to its total out-flow at each node. Constraint (10) ensures that the total number of vehicles of each 
type entering into each node (except the dummy origin and destination nodes) should be equal to the total number of 




equal to 1 when variable 𝑣
𝑎𝑡
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓
 is positive; otherwise, it would be zero. Constraints (13) through (16) compute the 
total accumulated travel time for dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 using vehicle type f from its origin node (r) to node x. In Appendix 
B, the necessary explanations about how the constraints work are presented.  
FIFO Constraints: Constraint (16) is composed of three terms. The first term represents the time added by the 
prior waiting links of the network. The second term shows the time added by the waiting links without considering 
the delay caused by other vehicles due to the FIFO discipline. Finally, the third term adds the delay caused by the 
vehicles of other dispatchers due to the FIFO discipline. The total delay imposed by a vehicle type 𝑓′ of dispatcher 
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′ on the travel time of a vehicle type f of dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 is computed in constraints (17), (18) and (19). Constraints 
(17) and (18) are mathematical forms of if-then conditions and determine the delay of vehicles in waiting links based 
on the FIFO discipline (i.e. the vehicles that arrive at the starting node of a waiting link earlier leave the link earlier). 
Depending on traveling or not traveling through a waiting link by a vehicle type f of dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 and a vehicle 
type 𝑓′ of dispatcher 𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′ and when the vehicles arrive at the starting node of the waiting link, eight possible 
scenarios may occur. In Appendix C, it is proved that all the scenarios are considered by constraints (17), (18) and 
(19). 
The possibility of using vehicle type 𝑓 to ship the hazmat cargos of dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 depends on the number of 
vehicle type 𝑓 available at the origin node of the dispatcher. Constraint (20) calculates the number of vehicles of type 
𝑓 available at the beginning of each period for dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 by subtracting the number of vehicles departing the 
origin in the previous periods from the total number of the vehicles (𝐹𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓). 
Inner level conversion by Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT): To convert the proposed bi-level model to a single 
level, the first-order KKT conditions are applied to the inner subproblem. By substituting (22) in (21) and calculating 
𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑝𝑙𝑡𝑚
⁄ , the expected payoff of demon m is as follows:  
𝜃𝑙𝑡𝑚 = ∑ …∑ …∑ × {(∏ 𝑝𝑙𝑡𝑘
𝑀







                        (28) 
According to (22) and (23), condition (28) is equivalent to (29) and (30). Condition (29) calculates the 
probability that link 𝑎𝑡 would be selected by at least one demon excluding demon m. These probabilities are needed 
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in condition (30).  
𝑥𝑎𝑡,−𝑚 = 1 −∏ (1 − 𝑝𝑙𝑡𝑘)
𝑀
𝑘=1,𝑘≠𝑚                                                                                     (29) 
𝜃𝑙𝑡𝑚 =𝐶𝑙𝑡𝑚(𝑉) + ∑ 𝑥𝑎𝑡,−𝑚
|𝐴′|
𝑎𝑡≠𝑙𝑡𝑚
𝐶𝑎𝑡(𝑉)                                                                         (30) 
Each demon aims to maximize its expected payoff as follows: 
𝜋𝑚 = max
𝑙𝑡𝑚
𝜃𝑙𝑡𝑚                                                                                                                                          (31) 
Therefore, applying the first-order KKT conditions to the demon subproblem results in the following nonlinear 
complementarity conditions:  
(3), (4), (5), (24), (25), (29), (30), and 
𝑝𝑙𝑡𝑚{𝜋
𝑚 − 𝜃𝑙𝑡𝑚} = 0                                                 ∀𝑚 = 1,… ,𝑀 , 𝑙
𝑡𝑚 = 1,… , |𝐴′|           (32) 
𝜋𝑚 − 𝜃𝑙𝑡𝑚 ≥ 0                                                             ∀𝑚 = 1,… ,𝑀 , 𝑙
𝑡𝑚 = 1,… , |𝐴′|           (33) 
When 𝑝𝑙𝑡𝑚 ≥ 0, condition (32) ensures that 𝜋
𝑚 − 𝜃𝑙𝑡𝑚 is equal to zero. This means the expected payoff of demon 
m is the maximum expected payoff that can be achieved by demon m. Conversely, if the expected payoff of a link is 
less than the maximum achievable value (𝜋𝑚 − 𝜃𝑙𝑡𝑚 ≥ 0), then 𝑝𝑙𝑡𝑚 = 0. Inequality (33) imposes the condition that 
if demon 𝑚 does not assign an incident probability to link 𝑙𝑡𝑚 (𝑝𝑙𝑡𝑚 = 0), then its expected payoff must be less than 
the maximum achievable payoff. 
Figure 4 presents the structure of the bi-level programming used to model the Stackelberg game after applying 
KKT on the demon subproblem. Note that there are two objective functions for the leader and just one is involved in 
the game with the follower which is provided by a set of complementary conditions. 
 
Figure 4. Structure of the bi-level programming.  
 
It is noted that the current model has the ability to impose restrictions on movements through links and nodes. 
We can apply these restrictions either implicitly (by considering long travel times in some periods so that dispatchers 
avoid them at that period) or explicitly (by directly closing a link in a specific period when entering the data). 
The proposed model is a mixed integer nonlinear bi-objective problem, which has |𝐴′| links, 𝑀 demons, |𝐵| 
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 that depend on the values of 𝑝𝑙𝑡𝑚 and 𝑣𝑎𝑡
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓
. The numbers of these decision variables in the 
problem are |𝐴′| × |𝐵| × 𝐻. Such a problem with a real-life network size on a commercial optimization software 
product cannot be solved in a reasonable time. Note that hazmat routing-scheduling is not a strategic decision-making 
problem; it is a tactical/ operational decision. In reality, this can be a day-to-day plan in which planners do not have 
much time to wait for a solver to get the optimal answer. Even if there is ample time, the complexity of the problem 
and the run time grow exponentially, which is not sufficient for real problems. We have verified the correctness of 
the proposed model by applying and visualizing it on several sample networks. Refer to Appendix D to see one of 
them (sample problem A). To get the results of the model for these sample problems, the commercial software 
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products of GAMS and ALPHAECP have been used.  
 
5. SOLUTION APPROACH 
Our designed mathematical model is a mixed-integer, non-linear, bi-objective optimization model. Multi-objective 
optimization (MOO) models consist of several conflicting objective functions. Therefore, for MOO models, we can 
find a set of Pareto optimal (non-dominated) solutions instead of a unique optimal solution. In Pareto optimal 
solutions, an objective function cannot be improved without detriment to the other objective functions. For more 
information about the MOO methods, interested readers may refer to Cohon and Marks (1975), Hwang and Masud 
(1979), Ehrgott (2005), and Greco et al. (2016). In the proposed bi-level, bi-objective programming model (Figure 
4), we use the ε-constraint method to deal with the objective functions. The ε-constraint method optimizes one of the 
objective functions and converts others to constraints (Chankong and Haimes, 2008; Cohon, 2004). For more 
information about this approach, interested readers may refer to Mavrotas (2007), Roman and Rosehart (2006) and 
Mavrotas (2009). To solve our model, we use the AUGMECON method, which is a version of the ε-constraint method 
incorporating lexicographic optimization with a payoff table (Mavrotas, 2009). In this regard, we optimize the risk 
objective and convert the travel time objective to a constraint. The structure and details of the AUGMECON method 
are explained in Appendix E.  
As we noted at the end of section 4, the proposed model has |𝐴′| × 𝑀 + |𝐴′| × |𝐵| × 𝐻 continuous decision 
variables and |𝐴′| × |𝐵| × 𝐻 binary decision variables. This model is solvable in a rational computational time only 
for small- and medium-scale networks using commercial optimization software such as GAMS (with ALPHAECP 
solver). But for real-size and large-scale networks such as the road network of Singapore, we need an efficient and 
swift solution algorithm. For instance, if we consider the road network of Singapore, which has 22 nodes and 29 links 
(considering the approved hazmat routes by the government), and suppose we have 12 time-periods, 7 waiting links, 
3 vehicle types, 2 demons and 2 dispatchers, then the number of continuous and binary decision variables are equal 
to 3784 and 2808, respectively. Accordingly, to solve this real-size and large-scale network, a solution approach is 
developed in subsection 5.1. 
  
5.1. The ALNS Algorithm 
In this section, we develop a modified metaheuristic algorithm to solve the proposed model for large-scale networks. 
For routing and scheduling problems, Large Neighborhood Search (LNS) is recognized as the most successful 
metaheuristic method (Pisinger and Ropke, 2010). ALNS is an extension of LNS that is widely used in the literature 
to solve routing/ scheduling models (Azi et al., 2014; Demir et al., 2012; Grangier et al., 2016; Kovacs et al., 2012; 
Ribeiro and Laporte, 2012; Mohri et al., 2018). An ALNS algorithm is based on improving the current solution with 
some removal and insertion moves, iteratively. In each iteration, a removal and an insertion move are selected to 
change the current solution and produce a new solution. The process of selecting them is based on the weights of the 
moves. The weights of moves are calculated based on their performances in prior iterations through a random wheel 
mechanism. The detail of the process is explained in the following subsection titled "Computing the weight of 
moves." An ALNS algorithm is comprised of 𝑁𝑇 iterations and 𝑛𝑠 segments. The number of iterations in each 
segment is equal to 𝑁𝑇 𝑛𝑠⁄  (Ropke and Pisinger, 2006). The probability of the moves is updated at the beginning of 
each segment.  
 
The algorithm 
This modified metaheuristic approach includes six stages (Figure 5). The first three stages find an initial solution in 
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the first iteration as well as new solutions for other iterations. Establishing these stages for producing a new solution 
is different from producing an initial solution.  
Stage 1 – Generate a set of routes: In this stage, we produce a set of routes for each hazmat class (q) and vehicle 
type (f). The travel time of cargos depends on the hazmat class and the type of vehicle. Accordingly, we can generate 
a set of routes for each 𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓. A Dijkstra algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959) with some modifications is used to produce a set 
of routes for each 𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓. Since the model objectives are concerned about (i) total travel time as well as (ii) total risk, 
a new cost function is considered for network links to cover both objectives. One way to reduce loss in a network is 
by shipping the hazmat cargos using a mixed-route strategy. This strategy recommends using a mixture of routes for 
shipping hazmat cargos between an OD pair instead of taking a single route (Bell, 2006). However, a mixed-route 
strategy results in higher total travel time than a single route one. Therefore, to fulfill the concerns of both objectives, 
we consider the cost of a link to be proportional (or equal) to its travel time. We apply a penalty to the cost based on 
the usage frequency of the links in the previously generated routes. In this stage, we repeatedly update the penalty of 
the links based on their usage frequency in the previously generated routes. This approach intends not only to generate 
short routes but also to use a diverse set of links in generating routes to increase discrepancy. The size of the set 
generated for each 𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 is a random number between 1 and 𝑑
𝑟𝑠𝑞/𝑤𝑓. Having a set with the size of 𝑑
𝑟𝑠𝑞/𝑤𝑓 means 
there is a possibility to ship all vehicles of 𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 with different routes. There exist waiting links in STEN; the travel 
time of a waiting link is equal to the length of a time-period. Therefore, if a route passes through a waiting link, total 
accumulated costs (time × frequency) of the crossed link in the current period must be eliminated and only the cost 
of the waiting link (length of time-period × frequency of the waiting link) is added. Accordingly, we have modified 
our Dijkstra algorithm to embed this limitation. 
Only an initial set of routes is generated for each 𝑟𝑠𝑞 and each vehicle type f in the first iteration of the first 
segment. For the next iterations, if the algorithm visits this stage, a link is selected based on removal moves 1 (the 
detail will be explained in subsection 5.2) and put in an exclusion set, which is specialized for the dispatcher and the 
vehicle type. As a result, for the iteration, the shortest path algorithm does not allow using the links which are in the 
exclusion set. We let the shortest path algorithm build the route sets without any insertion moves because we never 




Figure 5. The flowchart of the modified metaheuristic approach. 
  
Stage 2 – Determine combinations of the fleet: For shipping the cargoes of each 𝑟𝑠𝑞, a subset of vehicles is 
needed. The feasibility of each vehicle subset depends on the number of vehicles available in the depots and 
limitations force by constraints (21) and (22). For each dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞, the number of vehicles type f existing in the 
subset must be less than or equal to 𝐹𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓. Constraints (21) and (22) ensure that the total capacity of vehicles in the 
subset is greater than or equal to the total demand of dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞. If this stage is used for improving a current 
solution and finding a new solution, the removal and insertion moves of Stage 2 (RIM) (which will be explained in 
subsection 5.2), are used. Otherwise, a random mechanism is applied to finding the initial solution.  
Stage 3 – Assign fleet combinations to the routes: In this stage, the vehicles’ combination determined in stage 
2 is assigned to the routes generated in stage 1 randomly. Then, the feasibility of assignments is checked based on 
constraint (33) because some routes have one or more waiting links. Assigning a vehicle type f to a route in period t 
and having a waiting link decreases one unit of the available vehicle type f for the next time-period (𝑡 + 1). The 
reason is that when time-period 𝑡 + 1 is started, the vehicle is still en-route. In the mathematical model, constraint 
(33) ensures the availability of vehicles in each time-period; therefore, we exploit it to check the feasibility of the 
assignment. If the assignment is feasible, go to stage 4; otherwise, return to stages 3, 2 and 1, respectively. Each 
Stage 6 
 
Is the solution 
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returning stage is repeated 𝑘 times (𝑘 is set to a random number between 5 and 10) and if the assignment is still 
unfeasible, the returning stage changes to its upper stage. The selection of the returning stage in stage 6 will be 
described in subsection 5.2. 
Stage 4 – Calculate the objective functions: In this stage, the FIFO discipline is applied to the feasible 
assignments of stage 3 and the value of the second objective (travel time) is calculated. Then, the maximum payoff 
(first objective named risk) of the assignment is calculated using the demons’ subproblem.  
Stage 5 – Update the set of Pareto optimal solutions: In this stage, if the assignment found in Stage 4 is a Pareto 
optimal solution, it is added to the set of Pareto (non-dominated) solutions.  
Stage 6 – Check the termination condition: In this stage, the termination condition is checked. If it is valid, 
terminate the algorithm and report the set of Pareto optimal solutions; otherwise, return to stage 1, 2 or 3. In subsection 
5.2, the termination condition of stage 6 is discussed. 
 
Innovations in the traditional ALNS 
In a traditional ALNS, in each iteration, removal and insertion processes are being performed, repetitively, to destroy 
an existing current solution and repairing it to generate a new solution, hoping for some improvement in the objective 
function values. This process can cause some issues to our hazmat routing-scheduling model: 
 There is a possibility that the nominated removal and insertion moves work on two different partitioning 
decisions. In this regard, the solution algorithm will either fail or take a long time to investigate the destroyed 
parts of the solution and repair all of them. To resolve this issue, we propose a modified ALNS that categorizes 
removal and insertion moves into some subsets based on the decisions that they make. Accordingly, if a removal 
move is selected from subset A, then an insertion move must be selected from this subset.  
 The presented model in this study is comprised of three partitioning decision variables, namely: route selection, 
vehicle type selection, and vehicle assignment to routes. Therefore, we consider three subsets for removal and 
insertion moves. Therefore, in each iteration, initially, a subset is selected with a random wheel using the weights 
of all the subsets obtained from the previous iterations. Then, removal and insertion moves are chosen from the 
moves of the selected subset.  
 Conventionally, an acceptance criterion in an ALNS algorithm with an SA local search is based on comparing a 
current, a new, and the best solution (Mohri et al., 2018), while we have a bi-objective model looking for a set 
of non-dominated solutions instead of one best solution. Therefore, we made some changes in the process of 
investigating the acceptance criteria to produce a set of non-dominated solutions instead of a single best solution 
in the end.  
 
5.2. Detail of Each Stage in the ALNS Algorithm 
In the previous subsection, the ALNS algorithm was described succinctly. Some stages need more elaboration, and 
they are explained in this subsection. 
 
The removal moves of Stage 1 (RM) 
We have three different removal moves in stage 1 (RM) of the metaheuristic approach, which are explained below. 
Through these moves, a link is selected in each iteration to be assigned to the set of excluded links. Links of this set 
are not to be selected in stage 1. In each iteration, one of these moves is selected to improve the current solution. The 
selection mechanism of these moves is also explained in this subsection. These moves are as follows:  
Random removal (RR): This move selects a link from the links of the selected routes of each dispatcher and puts 
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it into the set of excluded links. The links of this set are removed from the selection in stage 1. For each 𝑟𝑠𝑞, a random 
link is excluded by this move in each iteration.  
Time-based removal (TBR): Firstly, this move calculates the share of each link in the amount of travel time 
objective. Then, the shares of the links are normalized by dividing their values by the maximum share. The weight 
of each link is calculated by dividing its normalized share with the summation of the normalized shares of all links. 
Finally, by using a roulette wheel mechanism for the links’ weights, a link is selected for each 𝑟𝑠𝑞 and put it into the 
set of excluded links.  
Risk-based removal (RBR): This move is similar to TBR but the links’ shares are calculated using the risk instead 
of the travel time.  
 
The removal and insertion moves of Stage 2 (RIM) 
In this stage, three concurrent removal moves in stage 2 (RIM) are proposed to remove some vehicle types from the 
fleet combination and add some other vehicle types to it. Each RIM follows a specific goal and its removal and 
insertion are adjusted based on this:  
Random removal and insertion (RRI): This operator makes a new possible fleet combination for each dispatcher 
randomly. Accordingly, stage 3 in subsection 5.1 is performed repeatedly until a different fleet combination is 
obtained.  
Small/ large fleet removal/insertion (SLFRI): Using small vehicles increases the travel time objective but 
decreases the risk objective in the network. In these removal and insertion moves, a new fleet combination with fewer 
total vehicles than the current solution is proposed randomly. Accordingly, in stage 3 of subsection 5.1 the number 
of selected vehicles in new the fleet combination is bound to be less than the number of vehicles in the current 
solution.  
Large/ small fleet removal/insertion (LSFRI): Unlike SLTRI, using large vehicles reduces the travel time 
objective in the network but increases the risk objective in the network. This move produces a new fleet combination 
with more vehicles used than the current fleet combination randomly. In this regard, the total number of vehicles in 
the new fleet combination is assumed to be more than the total vehicles in the current solution. This assumption is 
applied to stage 3 of subsection 5.1.  
 
Acceptance criteria 
In ALNS, the substitution of the current solution with a new one is done according to some acceptance criteria. The 
acceptance criteria should evaluate the superiority of the new solutions compared to the current ones while avoiding 
local minimums. We have modified the acceptance criteria proposed by the SA algorithm to adjust it for the bi-
objective model. The traditional acceptance criteria presented by the SA algorithm for single-level models are based 
on comparing the new and the current solutions. If one of the acceptance criteria is satisfied, the current solution is 
replaced with the new one. The current solution always exists in the memory of the algorithm. In our approach, the 
algorithm considers the current solution as well as a set of non-dominated solutions in its memory. Therefore, the 
acceptance criteria are defined based on comparing the current solution, the new solution and the set of non-
dominated solutions as follows:  
(1) The new solution dominates the current one (or the current solution cannot dominate the new solution) and the 
new solution is not dominated by the set of non-dominated solutions. In this situation, the new solution is accepted 
without further considerations because it may improve the solution of the problem in the next iterations. 
Therefore, the current solution is substituted with the new one. Moreover, the new solution is added to the non-
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dominated set of solutions and the set is updated based on excluding the dominated ones.  
(2) The new solution dominates the current one but it is dominated by the set of non-dominated solutions. In this 
situation, the new solution is accepted without further considerations because it may improve the solution of the 
problem in the next iterations. The current solution is substituted with the new one. 
(3) The new solution cannot dominate the current one and it is dominated by the set of non-dominated solutions. 
Therefore, the new solution is accepted with the probability of 𝑒
−((𝑓1(𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑤)+𝑓2(𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑤))−(𝑓1(𝑠𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡)+𝑓2(𝑠𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡))) 𝑇⁄ . 
Accordingly, the current solution is substituted with the new one if the new one is accepted. 𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑤 and 𝑠𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 
represent the new and current solutions, 𝑓1 and 𝑓2 show the first and second objective functions and 𝑇 is the 
temperature. In the first iteration, the temperature is set equal to (𝑓1(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙) + 𝑓2(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙)) × 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙, where 
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 and 0 < 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 < 1 representing the initial solution and an initial constant, respectively. At the end of 
each iteration, the temperature is updated by substituting ℎ𝑇 with 𝑇, where ℎ is a constant number between zero 
and one.  
 
Termination criterion 
The ALNS algorithm is comprised of 𝑛𝑠 segments that each segment includes some iterations. Accordingly, the 
algorithm ends after a fixed number of segments. 
 
Computing the weight of returning decisions  
In stage 5, the algorithm returns to previous stages to improve the current solution. This return may happen in three 
different ways:  
Return to stage 1: The algorithm returns to stage 1 to create some new routes. Then, it goes through stages 2 to 
6 to create a new solution.  
Return to stage 2: The algorithm returns to stage 2 to create a new fleet combination. Then, it goes through 
stages 3 to 6 to create a new solution. 
Return to stage 3: The algorithm returns to stage 3 to assign generated routes to fleet combinations differently. 
Then, it goes through stages 4 to 6 to create a new solution. 
An ALNS algorithm is comprised of 𝑁𝑇 iterations and 𝑛𝑠 segments. The number of iterations in each segment 
is equal to 𝑁𝑇 𝑛𝑠⁄  (Ropke and Pisinger, 2006). Choosing one of the return decisions for an iteration is performed 
based on the weights of returning decisions computed during past segments. In each segment, the weights of these 
returns are updated according to their performance in prior segments and they are fixed along the segment. Initially, 
for iterations of the first segment, all returns have equal weights. The weights of these returns for the next segments 
are calculated as follows: 
𝑊𝑟
𝑠 = 𝑊𝑟




𝑠−1           ∀𝑠, 𝑟                                                                                   (34) 
Where 𝛼 is a constant reaction factor, 𝑁𝑟
𝑠−1 is the number of times that return r was used in the last segment 
(𝑠 − 1), and 𝑠𝑟
𝑠−1 is the score of return loop r in the last segment (𝑠 − 1), respectively.  
Constraint (34) demonstrates the process of updating the weight of a return for each segment. The weight of a 
return loop (𝑟) for all iterations of segment 𝑠 (𝑊𝑟
𝑠) is computed based on its weight for prior segment 𝑠 − 1 (𝑊𝑟
𝑠−1) 
and its score in segment 𝑠 − 1 (𝑠𝑟
𝑠−1). At the beginning of a segment, the score of a return is zero and is updated 
during the segment’s iterations based on the acceptance situations (discussed in this section), which have occurred 
for the segment’s iterations using the return. Accordingly, if situations 1, 2 or 3 occur for a new solution in an iteration 
of segment −1, 𝑠𝑟
𝑠−1 is updated by adding 𝜎1, 𝜎2 and 𝜎3 values to it. Constraint (35) computes the selection 
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probability of return 𝑟 in segment 𝑠 (𝑃𝑟
𝑠) based on returns’ weights. Based on the probabilities of returns and a roulette 








              ∀𝑠, 𝑟                                                                                                                  (35) 
 
Computing the weight of moves  
The process of computing the weight and probability of moves in each stage is similar to the process of computing 
the weight and probability of return loops (constraints (34) and (35)). To consider these constraints, some 
modifications are required as follows: (i) index r refers to the removal or insertion move instead of the return loop; 
(ii) instead of 𝜎1, 𝜎2 and 𝜎3 for updating the score of returns, 𝜎1
′, 𝜎2
′  and 𝜎3
′  are used for updating the score of removal 
or insertion moves. 
 
6. PARAMETER SETTING AND VALIDATION 
This section is comprised of three subsections, namely system specifications, parameter tuning, and validation. In 
the subsection system specifications, the features of the device which was used to solve the model with two exact 
and metaheuristic approaches are explained. In subsection parameter tuning, the best obtained values for the 
parameters in the metaheuristic approach as well as the process taken to produce them, are discussed. Finally, in the 
last subsection, the manner of producing some test problems in addition to a comparison between the results of the 
exact and metaheuristic approaches are explained.  
 
6.1. System Specifications 
To solve the model with an exact approach, the commercial software products of GAMS with solver ALPHAECP 
are used. To solve the model by the proposed solution approach, the commercial software MATLAB is used. The 
codes, both exact and metaheuristic codes, were run on a system with 4 GB RAM, 7 core CPU and 4 MB cache. 
  
6.2. Parameter Tuning 
An initial analysis was established on the ALNS and SA parameters to fine-tune them and this led to some typical 
values as shown in column 4 of Table 2. In this regard, we considered the exact solutions of the presented sample 
problem A as reference solutions for parameter tuning. Table 2 shows the existing parameters in the model, their 
choice sets and the final typical values which resulted. Although the typical values work well not only for sample 
problem A but also for other test networks reported in the validation subsection, we cannot claim these are the best 
possible. 
To do the parameter tuning analysis, we initially considered a set of choices for each parameter, illustrated in 
column 3 of Table 2. According to the amount of choice for each parameter, in total 4 × 38 scenarios were defined 
for setting up the ALNS and SA parameters, shown in column 1 of Table 2. Then, the metaheuristic approach was 
solved for all the scenarios and the gaps between minimum travel time of the ALNS and GAMS (Gap1) and 
minimums risk of the ALNS and GAMS (Gap2) were calculated. After that, the gaps were normalized by dividing 
them by the minimum objective values of GAMS, respectively. Next, the minimum of the normalized values of Gap1 
and Gap2 was computed and named Min-Gap. Finally, the parameter values of the scenario which has the minimum 
Min-Gap are reported as the typical parameter values, shown in column 4 of Table 2. Figure 6 shows the results of 






Table 2: Metaheuristic parameters, their choice sets and their final typical values. 
Typical 
value 
Choice set Parameter description Parameter 
3000 {1000, 2000, 3000} Total iterations of the ALNS algorithm 𝑁𝑇 
15 {15, 30} Total iterations in segment 𝑠 of the ALNS algorithm 𝑛𝑠 
0.1 {0.1, 0.3} Constant reaction factor between zero and one 𝛼 
0.0001 {0.0001, 0.00015, 0.0002} A constant number between zero and one used in SA local search 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙  
0.999 {0.999} 
A constant number between zero and one used in SA local search 
(cooling rate) 
ℎ 
80 Depends to 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙  
The temperature used in SA local search (𝑇 = (𝑓1(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙) +
𝑓2(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙)) × 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙) 
𝑇 
3 {1, 3, 5} 
The amount of value added to a return loop if situation 1 (discussed in 
the subsection titled "Acceptance and termination criteria") occurred 
𝜎1 
1 {1, 3, 5} 
The amount of value added to a return loop if situation 2 (discussed in 
the subsection titled "Acceptance and termination criteria") occurred 
𝜎2 
5 {1, 3, 5} 
The amount of value added to a return loop if situation 3 (discussed in 
the subsection titled "Acceptance and termination criteria")  occurred 
𝜎3 
3 {1, 3, 5} 
The amount of value added to a move score if situation 1 (discussed in 
the subsection titled "Acceptance and termination criteria")  occurred 
𝜎1
′ 
1 {1, 3, 5} 
The amount of value added to a move score if situation 2 (discussed in 
the subsection titled "Acceptance and termination criteria")  occurred 
𝜎2
′ 
3 {1, 3, 5} 
The amount of value added to a move score if situation 3 (discussed in 





Figure 6. A comparison between the results of GAMS solver and the presented metaheuristic approach. 
 
6.3. Validation 
In this subsection, 14 types of test problems in different sizes (small, medium, and large) are generated, which are 
different in terms of the numbers of periods, nodes, links, hazmat classes, vehicle types and demons. Each type of 
test problem is run 10 times. Therefore, overall, 140 runs have been performed. To measure the quality of the 
objective functions and also the run time of the coded ALNS algorithm, they are evaluated versus the mathematical 
formulation coded on the GAMS solver. Note that the hazmat routing-scheduling problem is at the level of tactical/ 
operational planning, where we lack decision-making time in reality, particularly for day-to-day planning. Therefore, 
we allow the coded model and algorithm search for optimal solutions to be up to one hour. Table 3 shows the detailed 
specifications of test problems (e.g., the numbers of periods, nodes, links, etc.), the number of Pareto solutions, 
GAMS run time (seconds), the ALNS run time (seconds), maximum error (%) and average error (%). 





























non-dominated solutions for both solution types. To do this, first, we solved the test problem with the ALNS 
algorithm and obtained the non-dominated solutions. Then, we solved the test problem again with GAMS so that the 
number of non-dominated solutions was equal to that of the ALNS algorithm. In Table 3, the two last columns 
represent the maximum and the average percentage of errors between solutions of GAMS and the ALNS. Since the 
proposed model is a bi-objective, we took some steps to calculate a two-dimensional error measure. First, we 
connected the non-dominated solutions of the GAMS solver to each other to form the “Pareto front” for exact 
solutions. Next, we depicted the non-dominated solutions of the ALNS algorithm on the Pareto front to find an exact 
equivalent solution for each solution. Then, for each non-dominated solution of the ALNS algorithm, we computed 
the percentage of errors for first and second objectives for the non-dominated solution of the ALNS and their 
equivalent GAMS solution. The maximum and average percentage of errors are reported in Table 3. 
In terms of runtime, it is evident that the ALNS is far faster than the GAMS solver. The largest test problem can 
be solved by the ALNS in 51.06 seconds while GAMS cannot solve test problems 10 through 14 in one hour. When 
it comes to the quality of the objective functions, for test problems that can be solvable by both GAMS and the 
ALNS, the maximum error is 4.2% and its average is 2.6%. Interestingly, for small test problems, the ALNS obtains 
optimal solutions with no error. 














































































































































































1 2 8 9 1 4 0 2 1 40 10 2 75 0.005 0.00 0.00 
2 2 8 9 1 4 0 2 2 40 10 2 89 0.005 0.00 0.00 
3 2 8 9 1 8 0 4 2 80 10 2 586 0.005 0.00 0.00 
4 3 11 14 1 4 0 2 1 40 10 3 809 0.011 0.05 0.02 
5 3 11 14 1 4 0 2 2 40 10 3 1165 0.014 0.10 0.03 
6 3 11 14 1 8 0 4 2 80 10 3 213 0.029 0.00 0.00 
7 4 14 19 1 12 8 6 1 120 10 5 3961 0.022 0.00 0.00 
8 5 17 24 1 20 12 10 2 200 10 7 3401 0.041 1.20 0.80 
9 2 22 42 2 22 14 17 2 330 10 5 2897 0.231 4.20 2.60 
10 3 31 64 2 22 14 17 2 330 10 7 - 0.662 - - 
11 4 40 86 2 40 24 20 2 500 10 8 - 13.76 - - 
12 5 49 108 2 40 24 20 2 500 10 8 - 23.12 - - 
13 6 58 130 2 80 60 40 2 1000 10 7 - 36.98 - - 
14 7 67 152 2 150 100 80 2 2000 10 11 - 51.06 - - 
 
7. CASE STUDY 
We consider the road network of Singapore as the case problem (Meng et al., 2005; Szeto et al., 2017). The network 
consists of 22 nodes and 29 links (Figure 7). Trucks are not allowed to move in urban areas during dark times of a 
day. Therefore, the length of the time horizon is around 12 hours (e.g., from 7 am up to 7 pm). Note that Singapore 
is only 141 km from the equator. Therefore, this time span does not significantly change over the year. When it comes 
to traffic congestion, each day (12 hours) is divided into three time-periods: Period 1: 7:30-9:30 am; Period 2: 9:30 
am-17:00 pm and Period 3: 17:00-19:30 pm. This time split is in line with the dynamic tariff used in the freight and 
passenger transportation system in the country. The first and third periods include the morning and evening rush 
hours and are more congested; the second period is less congested. The model needs the average travel time of each 
link in each period. To make the model close to reality, we split a day into 12 time-periods with a length of one hour 
each. Transferring from one period to the next one is done through seven waiting links. Figure 7 shows the road 
network of Singapore and the location of its waiting links' origin nodes.  
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Two different hazmat classes (liquid petroleum and flammable materials) are supposed to be shipped using this 
network. For each hazmat class, two OD pairs exist in the network. The flow unit is the liter and the capacity of 
tanker trucks range from 15000 to 26000 liters (Pradhananga et al., 2014, Seaco, 2018). We consider small, medium 
and large tanker trucks with a capacity of 15000, 20000, and 25000 liters, respectively. The OD pairs for the first 
hazmat class are from node 1 to 21 and from node 3 to 22 with 2 and 2.6 million liters, respectively. The OD pairs 
for the second hazmat class are 3 and 3.4 million liters from node 1 to 21 and from node 3 to node 22, respectively. 
The STEN for this network has 348 original links, 48 dummy links, and 77 waiting links. Two demons1 are assumed 
to attack the network’s links during a day. 
 
Figure 7. The original road network of Singapore. 
 
The travel times of links for 12 time-periods, three vehicle types and two hazmat classes are estimated based on 
the detailed information presented in Meng et al. (2005) about the Singapore network. In Meng et al. (2005) the 
length, type, average speed of vehicles and their changes for network links are presented. We assume that smaller 
vehicles can move faster than the larger ones. Table 4 shows the length and type of network’s links and Table 5 
demonstrates the travel speed of each vehicle type on each link type and in each time-period. It is assumed that the 
type of carried hazmat class does not affect the travel speed of vehicles.  
The radii of the impact zones around each link for hazmat classes 1 and 2 are 1600 and 800 meters, respectively 
(Szeto et al., 2017). The amount of loss for each link depends on the time-period, hazmat type and its volume and 






 in constraint (14). In Szeto et al. (2017), the total loss of a link induced 
by the total volume of hazmat class i was noted for two working and non-working periods. In this paper, we consider 
periods 1, 11, and 12 as a non-working period and the others as a working period. Accordingly, to avoid unnecessary 
complexity, we estimate parameters 𝛽
𝑎𝑡
𝑞𝑓
 for network links by assuming parameters 𝛼
𝑎𝑡
𝑞𝑓
 to be equal to one. The total 
loss of a link caused by hazmat class i happens when the whole amount of hazmat is placed on the link. The amount 
                                                           
1 Apart from subsection 8.2, all the problems in this paper are solved for two demons. Note that, in subsection 8.2, we gradually 


















































































Dummy destination node 
Dummy origin node   
  
  Intermediate node 
Dummy link 
Destination node 
Origin node   
  
Waiting node   
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of loss caused by a unit of hazmat (e.g., one liter) is calculated by dividing it by the total loss over the whole amount 
of hazmat. Multiplying the capacity of a vehicle by the loss caused by a unit of hazmat yields 𝛽
𝑎𝑡
𝑞𝑓
 for the 
corresponding link and vehicle type. 
Table 4. The length of the network’s links. 
Link Length (m) Link type* Link Length (m) Link type Link Length (m) Link type 
1→2 16323 S 7→10 1243 E 14→17 915 P 
2→3 1185 P 8→11 1830 P 18→15 930 P 
3→4 1647 E 10→11 1220 P 16→19 1403 P 
5→4 1708 S 10→12 3919 E 17→18 1120 S 
6→5 1037 S 12→11 4268 P 18→19 1708 S 
3→6 1243 P 12→13 1598 P 19→21 3528 S 
4→7 4895 E 13→14 5205 E 20→21 2379 P 
6→9 4997 P 11→14 3026 P 9→20 7320 P 
7→8 2071 E 14→15 1200 E 17→22 2649 P 
9→8 7134 E 15→16 2135 E    
*S: Secondary road; E: Expressway; P: Primary road 
 




The average speed for time-periods (Km/h) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Small 
E 75 60 85 86 80 78 85 94 90 75 65 70 
P 60 45 62 62 55 53 65 75 70 60 50 55 
S 42 36 44 45 40 40 55 65 60 50 40 45 
Medium 
E 68 54 77 77 72 70 77 85 81 68 59 63 
P 54 41 56 56 50 48 59 68 63 54 45 50 
S 38 32 40 41 36 36 50 59 54 45 36 41 
Large 
E 65 52 73 74 69 67 73 81 77 65 56 60 
P 52 39 53 53 47 46 56 65 60 52 43 47 
S 36 31 38 39 34 34 47 56 52 43 34 39 
*S: Secondary road, E: Expressway, P: Primary road 
 
Table 6 shows the value of 𝛽
𝑎𝑡
𝑞𝑓
 for one exemplary time-period (from 8:00 am to 9:00 am). For the waiting links, 
the total loss caused by hazmat class 1 equals 60000, 80000 and 100000 for small, medium and large vehicle types, 
respectively. In the same way, for hazmat class 2, the total loss of waiting links equals 30000, 40000, and 50000 for 
small, medium and large vehicle types, respectively. 
 
Table 6. The value of 𝛽
𝑎𝑡
𝑞𝑓











𝑞=1 𝑞=2 𝑞=1 𝑞=2 
𝑓 = 1 𝑓 = 2 𝑓 = 3 𝑓 = 1 𝑓 = 2 𝑓 = 3 𝑓 = 1 𝑓 = 2 𝑓 = 3 𝑓 = 1 𝑓 = 2 𝑓 = 3 
1→2 773 1031 1288 139 185 231 12→13 994 1326 1657 179 238 298 
2→3 709 945 1182 127 170 212 13→14 994 1326 1657 179 238 298 
3→4 1009 1345 1681 181 242 302 11→14 787 1050 1312 141 189 236 
5→4 1009 1345 1681 181 242 302 14→15 787 1050 1312 141 189 236 
6→5 1009 1345 1681 181 242 302 15→16 787 1050 1312 141 189 236 
3→6 887 1183 1479 159 213 266 14→17 787 1050 1312 141 189 236 
4→7 1009 1345 1681 181 242 302 18→15 787 1050 1312 141 189 236 
6→9 527 703 879 95 126 158 16→19 695 927 1159 125 167 208 
7→8 994 1326 1657 179 238 298 17→18 517 689 861 93 124 155 
9→8 787 1050 1312 141 189 236 18→19 517 689 861 93 124 155 
7→10 1009 1345 1681 181 242 302 19→21 695 927 1159 125 167 208 
8→11 994 1326 1657 179 238 298 20→21 695 927 1159 125 167 208 
10→11 994 1326 1657 179 238 298 9→20 695 927 1159 125 167 208 
10→12 994 1326 1657 179 238 298 17→22 695 927 1159 125 167 208 
12→11 994 1326 1657 179 238 298        
 
The service rate on waiting links for small, medium and large size vehicles and for both hazmat classes are 2, 3 
and 4 minutes per vehicle, respectively. Table 7 shows the number of each vehicle type available for each dispatcher. 
The fleet size is assumed so that shipping the total hazmat flow for each OD pair cannot be done only by one type of 
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vehicle. Therefore, a combination of all types needs to move total cargos from each origin.  
 


















1 1 21 2 1 100 70 60 
2 3 22 3 1 130 90 80 
3 1 21 2.6 2 110 80 70 
4 3 22 3.4 2 150 100 90 
 
8. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
We had already mathematically formulated the research problem that can be used to solve small and some medium-
size problems optimally. Then, we developed a metaheuristic technique to enable us to solve large-size problems to 
achieve near-optimal Pareto solutions quickly. There was another advantage with the existence of the mathematical 
formulation: it helped us in tuning the parameters of the meta-heuristic solution and the validation process. To test 
the model, we have used some real data to ensure our observations are reliable. Some of the parameters are based on 
a case study. For the additional parameters, we have generated the rest of the required data. In this section, we intend 
to obtain some useful and salient insights for practitioners through sensitivity analyses of the developed metaheuristic 
technique. Six different analyses are performed based on the data about the road network of Singapore. 
 
8.1. Tradeoff between the Objective Functions 
We solve the model for the case problem. The results yield 17 non-dominated solutions with a computational time 
of 176.8 seconds. Figure 8 represents the tradeoff between the objective functions. The horizontal and vertical axes 
of Figure 8 are normalized by dividing them by the minimum observed values.  
 
Figure 8. Tradeoff between the objective functions. 
 
Observation 1: Figure 8 shows there is an exponential tradeoff between the two objectives. Decreasing travel 
time increases risk, exponentially. We approximated the tradeoff curve with several linear functions to show by what 
percentage the first objective function (risk) will decrease for a percent increment in the optimal value of the second 
objective function (travel time). This way, we can represent the tradeoff as a multi-segment function (𝑍2
∗ is the optimal 























































                                                        (36) 
Insight 1: The results show that by a little distancing (0 to 6%) from the optimal solution for the travel time 
objective, the risk objective will improve significantly. If dispatchers move more than 24% of the optimal solution 
for the second objective, just a small improvement will occur in the first objective. Therefore, it is highly 
recommended that dispatchers pay attention to both risk and travel time objectives, even those only seek economic 
objectives (e.g. minimizing travel time). Moreover, we recommend that the risk-averse decision makers do not 
distance more than 24% of the optimal solution for the second objective because no significant improvement in the 
risk objective will occur. The literature on hazmat routing- scheduling shows that Zografos and Androutsopoulos 
(2004), Chang et al. (2005), Zografos and Androutsopoulos (2008), Androutsopoulos and Zografos (2010), 
Pradhananga et al. (2014a), Chai et al. (2017), Fang et al. (2017), and Men et al. (2020) investigated the tradeoff 
between the risk and cost objectives without further analysis on the risk and cost relationship. However, our tradeoff 
curve is similar to those presented by Androutsopoulos and Zografos (2010), Chai et al. (2017), Fang et al. (2017), 
and Men et al. (2020). 
 
8.2. Impact of the Number of Demons on the Objective Functions 
In this subsection, we analyze the impact of the number of demons on the tradeoff between the objective functions. 
The number of demons is increased from 1 to 5 gradually. Figure 9 shows the non-dominated solutions and the best 
fitting curve/ function for each case.  
 
Figure 9. Non-dominated solutions for a different number of demons. 
 
Observation 2: The tradeoff between the objective functions becomes sharper and more nonlinear by increasing 
the number of demons. For instance, increasing the number of demons from 3 to 4 and 5 results in increasing risk 
approximately 1.5 and 3 times, respectively. If we assign lower weights for the second objective function (i.e. travel 


































travel time (second) x 10000
1 demons 2 demons 3 demons 4 demons 5 demons
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salient in comparison to higher weights for the second objective function (we can easily justify the rationality of this 
observation2). In the case problem, when the travel time objective is 650000 seconds, one extra demon increases the 
first objective function by 240000 people, on average. However, when the travel time is 920000 seconds, one extra 
demon increases the first objective function by 16500 people, on average. 
 Insight 2: Risk-averse decision makers who prefer to increase travel time to reduce their risk (i.e. Pareto 
solutions on the right-hand side of the tradeoff diagram) should not have any concern about the number of accidents 
that may occur because by increasing the number of demons in this level, an insignificant increase will happen in the 
risk objective. On the other hand, risk-seeker decision makers (i.e. Pareto solutions on the left-hand side of the 
tradeoff diagram) do not care about the amount of risk (i.e. reflected by the number of demons). Therefore, we highly 
recommend that risk-neutral decision makers (i.e. Pareto solutions in the middle of the tradeoff diagram) estimate 
the number of demons accurately or even overestimate them to avoid an unexpected upsurge in the risk objective. 
Szeto et al. (2017) investigated the effect of changing the number of demons only on the risk objective function. 
Hence, they consider the decision maker (based on up to two demons) regardless of its risk attitudes. 
 
8.3. Impact of Including FIFO 
To investigate the impact of applying the FIFO discipline on the objectives, we performed sensitivity analyses on the 
service rate of waiting links and compared the results with those of excluding the FIFO discipline. The initial 
processing times (queueing discipline 1), as discussed in sections 7 are 2, 3 and 4 minutes for small, medium and 
large vehicle types, respectively. Then, we increased the processing times of vehicles two (queuing discipline 2), 
three (queuing discipline 3) and four (queuing discipline 4) times the initial values. Figure 10 shows the values of the 
objective functions for each queueing discipline as well as the case without the FIFO discipline.  
 
Figure 10. The effect of processing times on the tradeoff between the objective functions.  
 
Observation 3: By increasing the processing times of waiting links, the tradeoff between the objective functions 
                                                           
2 For example, we have y1=f1(x) for one demon and y2=f2(x) for two demons (we can consider yi=a.e-bx for i demons). Therefore, 
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becomes sharper. There is a specific travel time value (between 80 and 85 in the case problem) shown by Z2O. For 
both Z2> Z2O and Z2< Z2O, adding the FIFO discipline yields lower and higher values for Z1 (risk). Especially for 
condition Z2< Z2O, the amount of discrepancy is higher than that of condition Z2> Z2O. 
Insight 3: We strongly recommend the managers, in particular those who weigh the travel time objective higher 
than the risk objective, to investigate the impact of FIFO in their hazmat routing-scheduling planning to estimate the 
values of risk and travel time objectives accurately. 
 
8.4. Impact of Having Safe Waiting Links 
In this subsection, we investigate the impact of converting the waiting links to some safe places for stopping hazmat 
cargos3. Establishing safe places imposes an extra cost, but it would be recommended if it considerably improves the 
companies' objective functions (risk and travel time). Figure 11 shows the tradeoff between the two objective 
functions in two scenarios: scenario 1) this case is the initial model of section 4 with some loss for waiting links; 
scenario 2) in this case, the waiting links are eliminated by assuming that their total loss is equal to zero.  
 
Figure 11. The impact of having safe waiting links.  
 
Observation 4: Figure 11 shows that the tradeoff function of scenario 2 is always located below the tradeoff 
function of scenario 1. As expected, the travel time and the risk of the network with safe waiting links is always less 
than the network with unsafe waiting links. The percentage of changing risk in all levels of travel time (∀𝑥1 = 𝑥2 =




100 = 100 − 152.67 × 𝑒−7.305𝐸−07𝑥           ∀𝑥1 = 𝑥2 = 𝑥                                   (37) 
In this equation, 𝑦1 and 𝑦2 are the risk of scenarios 1 and 2, respectively. 𝑦
′ is the reduced percentage of risk by 
converting the waiting links to safe places. For instance, for travel times equal to 650000, 750000, and 850000, the 
reduced percentages of risk (𝑦′) are approximately equal to 5, 12, and 18 percent.  
Insight 4: From the results, we recommend fortifying waiting links to the risk-averse decision makers because 
they can receive a significantly reduced percentage of risk by converting the waiting links to safe places. Our findings 
support those presented by Ghaderi and Burdett (2019). They indicate that by increasing the disruption probability 
in transfer points, a slight increase in the values of risk and cost objectives occurs. 
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8.5. Impact of Mixed-Route Strategy 
In the algorithm, to reduce the risk in routing hazmat cargoes, one of the implemented strategies is increasing the 
number of routes used in the network. This strategy inhibits the concertation of hazmat cargos on a few links and 
disperses them on multiple links to reduce the risk in the network. However, the mixed-route strategy increases travel 
time. In this subsection, we investigate the impact of the number of routes used on the objective functions. We solve 
the model 20 times; each time, we increase the size of the route sets in Stage 1 from 1 to 200 with the step size of 10. 
The non-dominated solutions of five groups of routes (group 1: 1-40 routes; group 2: 41-80 routes; group 3: 81-120 
routes; group 4: 121-160 routes; and group 5: 161-200 routes) are shown in Figure 12.  
 
Figure 12. Impact of mixed-route strategy on the tradeoff of objective functions.  
Observation 5: As expected, increasing the number of routes reduces the risk objective and increases the travel 
time objective. Comparing the average values of the objective functions of the categories yields the following 
objective: (1) When the size of the route set increases from Category 1 to Category 2, the risk decreases 60 percent 
but the travel time increases only 12 percent; (2) Increasing the route set’s size to more than 80 routes does not 
significantly reduce the risk while it increases the travel time.  
Insight 5: We recommend the route set’s size between 41 to 80 routes (Category 2) to the conservative 
transportation companies of the Singapore network because it significantly reduces the risk Moreover, increasing the 
route set’s size to more than 80 routes is not recommended at all.   
 
8.6. Impact of Fleet Size 
In the real world, hazmat shipping companies have a limited fleet size in some categories such as small, medium and 
large vehicle types. We identify the impact of different fleet sizes on the travel time and risk objectives. We assume 
all of the dispatchers have an unlimited fleet size (i.e. a large number of small, medium and large vehicle types are 
available). For each obtained non-dominated solution, the average size of vehicles used in routing hazmat cargos was 
calculated. For instance, if 10 vehicles with capacity 25, 8 vehicles with capacity 20 and 4 vehicles with a capacity 
of 15 were utilized, the average vehicle size is equal to 
10×25+8×20+4×15
10+8+4
= 21.36. Figure 13 shows the tradeoff 
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Figure 13. The best average sizes for different solutions.  
 
Observation 6: The figure suggests the efficient average vehicle size for different levels of acceptable risk or 
travel time. Adjusting the average vehicle size in a range of 15 to 17 will help in decreasing the risk objective. 
Moreover, to minimize the travel time objective, the optimal average vehicle size is in a rage of 23 to 25.  
Insight 6: We highly recommend that risk-averse decision makers, who never accept a risk higher than 20% of 
the minimum risk, adjust the average vehicle size in a range of 15 to 17. Moreover, for the risk-seeking decision 
makers who prefer minimizing the travel time objective to minimizing the risk objective, setting the average vehicle 
size in a range of 23 to 25 is highly recommended. For other levels of acceptable risk or travel time, Figure 13 can 
suggest the efficient average vehicle size. Moving away from the suggested average vehicle size will not provide the 
expectations of risk and travel time objectives for such decision makers. Table 1 shows that 15 research papers 
consider multi-vehicle types. Additionally, we present analyses regarding the optimal fleet configuration for decision 
makers with various risk attitudes.  
 
8.7. A Summary of Insights  
We summarize the insights to explicitly clarify their practical meanings to logistics operations managers:  
 We recommend the FIFO investigation in hazmat routing-scheduling, particularly to the dispatchers, weigh the 
travel time objective higher than the risk objective.  
 Unlike risk-neutral decision makers, the risk-averse decision makers should not worry about the frequency of 
simultaneous incidents.  
 The managers with any risk attitude should not merely focus on economic objective functions (i.e. travel time/ 
cost). Even a small distancing from the optimal travel time objective in favor of the risk objective can significantly 
reduce risk and the number of affected people. 
 The risk-averse decision maker should keep the vehicle size in a range of 15 to 17 tons to balance between risk 
and travel time/cost objectives while observing fairness among dispatchers. In the same way, a risk-seeking 
decision maker should keep the vehicle size in a range of 23 to 25 tons. A risk-neutral planner should decide the 
vehicle sizes between two extremes. 
 We observed that there is a particular number of established routes leading to the lowest risk objective. For the 
Singapore case, it is equal to 80 routes. Increasing the number of routes above this limit does not add any value. 
 Fortifying the waiting links is recommended when dispatchers weigh the risk objective far higher than the travel 
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time objective.  
 
9. CONCLUSION 
In this research, a game-theoretic, bi-objective hazmat routing-scheduling problem was investigated, in which the 
objective functions were minimization of risk and minimization of risk travel time. Considering the FIFO discipline 
for dispatchers, multiple hazmat classes, multiple vehicle types, and a limited fleet size were key aspects of the 
problem. A link-based game-theoretical approach with unknown incident probabilities was exploited to formulate 
the problem. This formulation helped us solve small and medium-size problems to obtain exact solutions. To solve 
large-size problems, a modified ALNS with SA was created. By using the proposed solution algorithm and real data 
from the Singapore road network, six different analyses were performed to provide lessons and insights for 
practitioners.  
In this study, while the incident probability was unknown, the incident consequence was deterministic. This 
causes the demons to attack the links with high consequences. Hence, as a future direction, modeling the links’ 
consequences as an uncertain parameter or with some categorized discrete values is recommended. Moreover, the 
research is based on the worst-case scenario that can incur high costs to firms. Defining measures other than the 





The sets, indices, parameters and decision variables used in the paper are introduced as follow: 
Sets 
𝐺 = [𝑁, 𝐴] : Original transportation network 
𝐺′ = [𝑁′, 𝐴′] : STEN of the original network 
𝑁 : Set of nodes in the original network G 
𝑆 : Set of scenarios representing the link selection strategies of the demons 
𝐴 : Set of links in the original network G 
𝑁𝑜 : Set of origin nodes in the original network G 
𝑁𝑑 : Set of destination nodes in the original network G 
𝑁𝑖 : Set of intermediate nodes in the original network G 
𝑁′ : Set of nodes in STEN 
𝐴′ : Set of links in STEN 
𝑁𝑡 : Set of original nodes in sub-network 𝐺𝑡 
𝐴𝑡 : Set of original links in sub-network 𝐺𝑡 
𝑆′ : Set of dummy origin nodes in STEN 
𝑅′ : Set of dummy destination nodes in STEN 
𝐴𝑑 : Set of dummy links in STEN 
𝐴𝑤 : Set of waiting links in STEN 
𝐵 : Set of vehicle types 
 
Indices 
𝑘,𝑚 : Demons  
𝑡 : Time-periods  
𝑠 : Link selection scenarios of demons  
𝑖, 𝑥, 𝑦 : Nodes in STEN 
𝑎𝑡 : Links of STEN (𝑎𝑡 = (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐴′)  
𝑙𝑡𝑚 : A link of STEN such that demon m causes an incident on it 
𝑞 : Hazmat classes  
𝑓, 𝑓′ : Vehicle types 
𝑟𝑠𝑞 , 𝑟
′𝑠′𝑞′ : A dispatcher who ships hazmat class 𝑞/𝑞
′ from origin node 𝑟/𝑟′ to destination node 𝑠/𝑠′ 
 
Input parameters 
𝑇 : Number of time-periods inside the planning horizon 
𝐷 : Length of each time-period 
𝐻  : Number of dispatchers 
𝑀 : Number of demons 
𝑈 : A sufficiently large positive number 
𝐿 : A sufficiently small positive number 
𝜙 : A constant positive value 
𝑏(𝑎𝑡) : The time-period number that 𝑎𝑡 belongs to  
𝑄′(𝑟𝑠𝑞) : Hazmat class of dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 
𝐷′(𝑟𝑠𝑞) : Dummy destination node for dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 
𝑂′(𝑟𝑠𝑞) : Dummy origin node for dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 
𝑂(𝑎𝑡) : Origin node of link 𝑎𝑡 
𝐷(𝑎𝑡) : Destination node of link 𝑎𝑡 







  : Parameters of loss function associated with hazmat class q and vehicle type f over link 𝑎
𝑡 
𝑤𝑓 : Capacity of vehicles, type 𝑓 (ton/vehicle) 
𝑑𝑟𝑠𝑞  : Amount of hazmat cargos of dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 (ton) 
𝐹𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓  : Number of vehicles of type 𝑓 that belong to dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 
𝜆𝑞




 : Travel time of link 𝑎𝑡 for dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 with vehicles type 𝑓  
ℎ : A constant number between zero and one used in proposed metaheuristic solution approach 





𝑢𝑠 : Probability of scenario 𝑠 
𝑝𝑙𝑡𝑚  : Probability that demon m causes an incident on link 𝑙
𝑡 
𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑠(𝑉) : Loss of link 𝑎
𝑡 in scenario 𝑠 
𝐶𝑎𝑡(𝑉) : The maximum loss of link 𝑎
𝑡 if an incident occurs on it 




] : Vector of hazmat flows 
𝑣
𝑎𝑡




  : Flow of hazmat class q using vehicle type f on link 𝑎𝑡 
𝜃𝑙𝑡𝑚 : Expected payoff of demon m when it causes an incident on link 𝑙
𝑡 
𝜋𝑚 : Maximum expected payoff caused by demon m  
𝑥𝑎𝑡,−𝑚 : Probability that link 𝑎
𝑡 is selected by at least one demon other than demon m  
𝑥𝑎𝑡 : Probability that link 𝑎




 : Risk of dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 who selects link 𝑎
𝑡and vehicle type f 
𝜎𝑥
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓  : Total accumulated travel time of dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 with vehicle type f departing from its origin node 
up to the moment that the vehicle leaves node x  
𝜎′𝑥
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 : Share of the original and dummy links in the total accumulated travel time of dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 with 
vehicle type f departing from its origin node up to the moment that the vehicle leaves node x 
𝜎′′𝑥
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 : Share of waiting links in the total accumulated travel time of dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 with vehicle type f 




 : A binary variable that is equal to 1 if dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 with vehicle type f passes thought link 𝑎
𝑡; and 







: A binary variable that is equal to 1 if dispatcher 𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′ with vehicle type 𝑓
′ reaches node i sooner 







: Delay time that is imposed on dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 with vehicle type f by dispatcher 𝑟
′𝑠′𝑞′with vehicle 
type 𝑓′on a waiting link whose origin is i.  
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 : The initial solution produced in the proposed metaheuristic approach. 
𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑤 : The new solution produced in each iteration of the proposed metaheuristic approach.  
𝑠𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 : The current solution available in each iteration of the proposed metaheuristic approach.  
 
APPENDIX B 
As mentioned, Constraints (13) through (16) compute the total accumulated travel time for dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 using 
vehicle type f from its origin node (r) to node x. Node x belongs to one of five different types of nodes in STEN: 
origin, destination, dummy origin, dummy destination and intermediate nodes. Constraints (13) to (16) hold for all 
node types. In Figure B1, we show the four categories (1, 2, 3 and 4) of nodes (note that category 1, unlike the others, 
encompasses two different types of nodes): (1) the origin and dummy origin nodes, (2) the intermediate nodes, (3) 







 for a node belonging to category (1) are equal to zero, according to constraint (13). For 
nodes belonging to category (2), the contributions of the crossed original and waiting links are computed separately 
by constraints (15) and (16). Finally, they are summed up by constraint (14). From the standpoint of dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓, 
for nodes belonging to categories (3) and (4), the existence of an arriving waiting link is not possible. Therefore, 






Figure B1. Calculating 𝜎𝑥
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓
 for different types of nodes in STEN. 
 
APPENDIX C 
Table C1 shows the possible scenarios and their descriptions.  
 
Table C1: Possible scenarios for two vehicles arriving into waiting links to calculate their delays caused by FIFO. 
# Scenario Description of conditions 
1 𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 > 0, 𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ > 0, 𝜎𝑖
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ (𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ + 𝐿)⁄ − 𝜎𝑖
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 (𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 + 𝐿)⁄ < 0 
2 𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 > 0, 𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ > 0, 𝜎𝑖
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ (𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ + 𝐿)⁄ − 𝜎𝑖
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 (𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 + 𝐿)⁄ > 0 
3 𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 = 0, 𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ > 0, 𝜎𝑖
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ (𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ + 𝐿)⁄ − 𝜎𝑖
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 (𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 + 𝐿)⁄ < 0 
4 𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 = 0, 𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ > 0, 𝜎𝑖
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ (𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ + 𝐿)⁄ − 𝜎𝑖
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 (𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 + 𝐿)⁄ > 0 
5 𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 > 0, 𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ = 0, 𝜎𝑖
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ (𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ + 𝐿)⁄ − 𝜎𝑖
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 (𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 + 𝐿)⁄ < 0 
6 𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 > 0, 𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ = 0, 𝜎
𝑖
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ (𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ + 𝐿)⁄ − 𝜎
𝑖
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 (𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 + 𝐿)⁄ > 0 
7 𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 = 0, 𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ = 0, 𝜎𝑖
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ (𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ + 𝐿)⁄ − 𝜎𝑖
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 (𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 + 𝐿)⁄ < 0 
8 𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 = 0, 𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ = 0, 𝜎𝑖
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ (𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′𝑓′ + 𝐿)⁄ − 𝜎𝑖
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 (𝑣(𝑖,𝑥)
𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 + 𝐿)⁄ > 0 
 
Only in scenario 1 is a delay imposed on the vehicle type f of dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞 by vehicle type 𝑓












𝑟𝑠𝑞𝑓 + 𝐿)⁄ > 0, the vehicle type 𝑓′ of dispatcher 𝑟′𝑠′𝑞′ arrives at the 
starting node of the waiting link later than the vehicle type f of dispatcher 𝑟𝑠𝑞. Therefore, no delay is added to the 










 is equal 





























 is equal to zero (constraint (19)). Therefore, scenarios 
3, 5, and 7 never add any delay to the travel time of the vehicle either. 
 
APPENDIX D 
Sample problem A is comprised of 42 links and 22 nodes. Figure D1 shows the configuration of the related STEN. 
This network has two time-periods, two waiting links and two dispatchers. Nodes 1 and 9 are the origin and 
destination of the first dispatcher, respectively; the related demand is 150 tons of hazmat class 1. Nodes 7 and 3 are 





Dummy destination node 
Intermediate node  
Dummy link 
Destination node 








Dummy origin node   
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Two demons and three vehicle types are considered with a capacity of 10, 15, and 20 tons for each vehicle type, 
respectively. The amount of loss on the waiting links is considered to be zero. The length of each time-period is 
considered to be 10 units. The numbers of available vehicle types 1, 2, and 3 for the first and second dispatcher are 
assumed to be 10, 6, and 8 and 12, 8, and 9, respectively. The amount of service time in the waiting links is 0.1, 0.2, 
and 0.3 units for the vehicle types, respectively. Service time is the amount of time taken to give a service to a vehicle 
in a queue and depends on the rate of service.  
 
Figure D1. STEN for sample problem A. 
 
We applied the AUGMECON method on this sample problem. The commercial solvers cannot solve the problem 
in a reasonable time. Therefore, the obtained Pareto-optimal solutions are reported only after one-hour running time; 
therefore, they are not guaranteed to be global optimum solutions. Table D1 is the payoff table for both objectives 
based on lexicographic optimization. Based on the results of the table, the range of the second objective is 32.6 (𝑟2 =
32.6). What is more, five grid lines for finding Pareto-optimal solutions are assumed (𝑔2 = 5). The results show that 
only for 𝑖=1, 2, and 3 (𝑖 is the counter in AUGMECON in Figure E1 (Appendix E)) is a solution found within one 
hour. For 𝑖 > 3, no Pareto-optimal solution was obtained in one hour. Accordingly, Figure D2 shows the objective 




Pareto-optimal solutions 1, 2, and 3, respectively.  
 
Table D1. The ideal and nadir solutions of two objectives for sample problem A. 
Solutions 
Objective function 
Ideal solution Nadir solution 
First objective (Minimizing risk) 106.6 161.89 
Second objective (Minimizing total travel time) 83.3 115.9 
Basic link 
Dummy destination node 
Dummy origin node  
 
 Intersection node 
Dummy link 
Destination node 



































































































































Figure D2. The Pareto-optimal solutions for sample problem A. 
 











𝑟𝑠𝑞=1 𝑟𝑠𝑞=2 𝑟𝑠𝑞=1 𝑟𝑠𝑞=2 
𝑓 = 1 𝑓 = 2 𝑓 = 3 𝑓 = 1 𝑓 = 2 𝑓 = 3 𝑓 = 1 𝑓 = 2 𝑓 = 3 𝑓 = 1 𝑓 = 2 𝑓 = 3 
11       112     2  
12   6    121      3 
21  1     122       
22  1     131       
31      3 132  1 6  2  
32     2  141  1    3 
41  1    3 142       
42  1   2  151      3 
51       152     2  
52   6    161      6 
61       162     4  
62       171       
71      3 181       
72       191  1     
81       192  1 6    
82     2  201      6 
91  1     202     4  
92  1 6    211      6 
101       212     4  
102       221  1     
111       222  1 6    
 











𝑟𝑠𝑞=1 𝑟𝑠𝑞=2 𝑟𝑠𝑞=1 𝑟𝑠𝑞=2 
𝑓 = 1 𝑓 = 2 𝑓 = 3 𝑓 = 1 𝑓 = 2 𝑓 = 3 𝑓 = 1 𝑓 = 2 𝑓 = 3 𝑓 = 1 𝑓 = 2 𝑓 = 3 
11       112       
12   5    121     2  
21   1    122       
22  2     131    1   
31     2  132  2 5   7 
32       141   1    
41   1  2  142       
42  2     151    1   
51       152      7 
52   5    161    1 2  
61       162      7 
62       171       
71    1   181       
72      7 191   1    
81       192  2 5    
82       201    1 2  
91       202      7 
92  2     211    1 2  
101   1    212      7 
102   5    221   1    




























































𝑟𝑠𝑞=1 𝑟𝑠𝑞=2 𝑟𝑠𝑞=1 𝑟𝑠𝑞=2 
𝑓 = 1 𝑓 = 2 𝑓 = 3 𝑓 = 1 𝑓 = 2 𝑓 = 3 𝑓 = 1 𝑓 = 2 𝑓 = 3 𝑓 = 1 𝑓 = 2 𝑓 = 3 
11       112       
12   6    121       
21       122       
22  2     131       
31      6 132  2 6   2 
32       141    2   
41      6 142       
42  2     151    2   
51       152      2 
52       161    2  6 
61       162      2 
62   6    171       
71       181       
72       191       
81    2   192  2 6    
82      2 201    2  6 
91       202      2 
92  2     211    2  6 
101       212      2 
102   6    221       
111       222  2 6    
 
We fitted a linear trend line on the Pareto-optimal solutions shown in Figure D2. The results show, on average, 
one unit reduction in the travel time increases the risk 1.7 units. Moreover, comparison between the Pareto optimal 
solutions 1, 3 and 5 shows that choosing solution 3 over 1 leads to approximately 9% improvement in total travel 
time, but 20% deterioration in risk. Shifting from solution 1 to 5 results in 34% improvement in travel time and 40% 
deterioration in risk. The number of established vehicles type 3 increases when shifting from solutions 1 to 3 and 
from 3 to 5. This means whenever we give higher priority to the second objective (i.e. travel time), the dispatchers 
prefer to use larger vehicles (i.e. vehicles with higher capacity). 
 
APPENDIX E 
We introduce the AUGMECON method for a bi-objective optimization problem. The general form of the method 
was presented for maximization problems (Mavrotas, 2009) but we apply it for minimization problems (Figure E1).  
𝑀𝑖𝑛(𝑓1(𝑥) − 𝛽(𝑠2 𝑟2⁄ )) (E1) 
𝑠. 𝑡.  
𝑓2(𝑥) + 𝑠2 = 𝑒2 (E2) 
𝑥 ∈ 𝑆 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑠2 ∈ 𝑅
+ (E3) 
Where: 
𝑥: A vector of decision variables,  
𝑆: The feasible region, 
𝑓𝑖(𝑥): The ith objective function, 
𝛽: A small positive number (between10−3 𝑎𝑛𝑑 10−6), 
𝑒2: The maximum allowable level for 𝑓2(𝑥)  
𝑠2: A Positive shortage variable, 
𝑟2: The Range of 𝑓2(𝑥) 
First, the method computes the payoff table from solving the corresponding lexicographic optimization. Practically, 
the lexicographic optimization for a bi-objective problem works as follows: i) optimize the primary objective function 
without considering the other objective function and obtain 𝑓1 = 𝑧1
∗; ii) optimize the second objective function by 
adding an extra constraint 𝑓1 = 𝑧1
∗ to find the Pareto solution for the problem. Second, in a repetitive loop changing 
the maximum allowable level for the second objective function (𝑒2), the Pareto solutions are obtained. In each step, 
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𝑒2 is changed automatically based on (E4). 
𝑒2 = 𝑈𝐵2 − (𝑖2 × 𝑟2) 𝑔2⁄                                                                                                                   (E4) 
Where 𝑈𝐵2 is the upper bound for 𝑓2 (the maximum amount for it or the nadir solution), 𝑔2 + 1 is the number 
of grid lines for dividing the range of 𝑓2 that leads to 𝑔2 equal intervals, and 𝑖2 is the counter number for range 
intervals.  
 
Figure E1. Flowchart of applying AUGMECON method on a bi-objective problem. 
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